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CALL TO ORDER 
INVOCATION 
ROLL CALL 
INTRODUCTION OF 
PRESIDENT-ELECT 
RONALD 6. EAGLIN 
OATH OF OFFICE 
M I N U T E S  
SPECIAL MEETING 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
April 17, 1992 
The Board of Regents met in special session at 10 a.m. on 
Friday, April 17, 1992, in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center in Morehead, Kentucky. Chairman William R. 
Seaton presided. 
Chairman Seaton called the meeting to order. 
Mr. Wheeler delivered the invocation. 
On roll call, the following members were present: 
Mrs. Lois Baker 
Mr. William E. Cofield 
Mr. T. T. Colley 
Mr. Tim Francis 
Mr. L. M. Jones 
Mr. Wayne M. Martin 
Mrs. Helen Pennington 
Mr. William R. Seaton 
Dr. Alban L. Wheeler 
Mr. Charles D. Wheeler 
Absent: None 
Also, present for the meeting were Mr. Robert Chenoweth, 
University Legal Counsel; Mrs. Teresia Parker, Chair of the Staff 
Congress; and Mr. Ted Coakley, President of the Alumni Association. 
Mr. Seaton introduced Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin, who will assume 
the presidency of Morehead State University on July 1, 1992. 
The Oath of Office was administered by Board Secretary and 
Notary Public, Carol Johnson, to Mr. L. M. Jones, who was appointed 
to replace Mr. Walter W. Carr; and to Mr. William E. Cofield who 
was reappointed. 
RESOLUTION 
HONORING WALTER 
CARR 
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Mr. Seaton read the following Resolution honoring Walter W. 
Carr : 
WHEREAS, Mr. Walter W. Carr has served as a citizen 
member of the Board of Regents of Morehead State 
University since 1984 and has completed his term of 
office; and 
WHEREAS, Mr. Carr has demonstrated a keen interest 
and personal commitment to the governance of the 
University; and 
WHEREAS, Mr. Carr has served the Commonwealth 
with loyalty and has honorably performed his duties as 
prescribed by the Kentucky Revised Statutes and Bylaws 
of the Board of Regents, now 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Morehead 
State University Board of Regents that Mr. Walter W. 
Carr be and hereby is commended for the time, energy, 
and dedication he has given as a member of the Board 
of Regents of Morehead State University. 
The Board extends its best wishes to this fine citizen of 
the Commonwealth. 
ADOPTED this seventeenth day of April, 1992. 
Chairman, Board of Regents 
ATTEST: 
Secretary, Board of Regents 
Mr. Wheeler moved, seconded by Mr. Jones, to adopt the 
Resolution. Motion unanimously carried. 
APPROVAL OF 
MINUTES 
FOUNDERS DAY 
AWARD 
ADMISSION 
STANDARDS 
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Mr. Colley moved, seconded by Mr. Francis, to approve the 
Minutes of February 28,1992, as distributed. The motion unanimously 
carried. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board ratify the 
selection of Dr. Mary Northcutt Powell as the recipient 
of the 1992 Founders Day Award for University Service. 
~ 
(Additional Background Information attached to these Minutes and 
~ marked V-1) 
MOTION: Mr. Cofield moved, seconded by Mr. Jones, 
to approve the President's recommendation. 
VOTE: The motion unanimously carried. 
Dr. Grote indicated that Dr. Powell was very deserving of the 
award and was very grateful. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board of Regents 
approve the Undergraduate Admissions Standards (AP- 
1) as revised for implementation for fall, 1993, 
rescinding the May 17, 1991, policy. 
(Additional Background Information and Revised Admissions 
Standards attached to these Minutes and marked V-B-1) 
Dr. Judy Rogers, Dean of Undergraduate Programs, who chairs 
the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, indicated that the proposed 
revised Undergraduate Admissions Standards would increase the 
admissions index from 380 to 400 with a minimum ACT composite of 
14 beginning with the 1993 fall semester. She said that while 
increasing the admissions standards was an ongoing process, the intent 
of the Curriculum Committee was to gradually raise the institution's 
entrance requirements yet remaining sensitive to the student 
population in the region served by Morehead State University. The 
revised standards would also mandate the establishment of an appeals 
procedure for any student who requests special consideration. 
In response to a question from Chairman Seaton on the impact 
the revised standards would have on MSU's enrollment, Dr. Rogers 
SPRING GRADUATES 
AGREEMENTS WITH 
EXTERNAL 
AGENCIES 
PERSONAL SERVICE 
CONTRACTS 
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explained that had the revised policy been in place in the fall of 1991, 
97 students would have been excluded and 189 students would have 
been admitted conditionally to the Provisional Studies Program. 
MOTION: Dr. Wheeler moved, seconded by Mrs. 
Pennington, to approve the President's recommendation. 
VOTE: Motion unanimously carried. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board approve the 
awarding of degrees to all candidates who have 
successfully completed all degree requirements as 
approved by the faculty of the University at the 1992 
Spring Commencement on May 16. 
MOTION: Mr. Martin moved, seconded by Mr. Cofield, 
to approve the President's recommendation. 
VOTE: The motion unanimously carried. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board ratify the list 
of agreements with external agencies. 
(Additional Background Information and List of Agreements with 
External Agencies attached to these Minutes and marked V-C-1) 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board ratify the list 
of Personal Service Contracts, which represents all such 
contracts issued with amounts greater than $1,000 
between February 1, 1992, through March 27, 1992. 
(List of Personal Service Contracts attached to these Minutes and 
marked V-C-2) 
MOTION: Mr. Colley moved, seconded by Mr. Cofield, 
to approve the President's recommendations on 
Agreements with External Agencies and Personal 
Service Contracts. 
VOTE: The motion unanimously carried. 
INTRODUCTION OF 
STATE 
REPRESENTATIVE 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
MANUAL 
POLICY RELATING 
TO CRIME AWARENESS 
AND CAMPUS 
SECURITY ACT OF 
1990 
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Chairman Seaton introduced Mr. Jerry Ravenscraft, newly 
elected State Representative for the 71st District. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board amend the 
Office of Public Safety Policy Manual. 
(Additional Background Information and Amended Office of Public 
Safetv Policv Manual attached to these Minutes and marked V-C-3) 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Morehead State 
University Board of Regents adopt the Policy Statements 
Relating to Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act 
of 1990 (Title I1 of Public Law 101-542), as attached 
and direct the appropriate offices to develop the specific 
implementation procedures and strategies for 
incorporation into the University's operational plan, and 
provide a copy of the appropriate University documents 
to the Board of Regents by September 1, 1992. 
(Additional Background Information and Policies Relating to the 
Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1990 attached to these 
Minutes and marked V-C-4) 
Mr. Dailey said that as a result of the adoption by Congress of 
the Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1990, the University 
had undertaken a comprehensive review of its Public Safety Policy 
Manual. Last amended in May, 1987, the University spent 
approximately a year in reviewing the Manual much of which was 
prompted by federal regulations. 
Several members of the Board expressed concern over MSU 
officers being permitted to carry semi-automatic weapons. 
Mr. Dailey explained that the major reason for using the semi- 
automatic weapon was to meet training requirements. Not only initial 
weapon training but continuing education is primarily on semi- 
automatic weapons. He noted that approximately 91 percent of the 
law enforcement agencies in this country are now authorizing their 
officers to carry the semi-automatic weapon. 
REPORT ON 1992 
SPRING ENROLLMENT 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
ON BUDGET 
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Mr. Dick Green, Director of Public Safety, indicated that the 
Morehead City Police and Kentucky State Police had recently moved 
to permit the carrying of 10mm weapons. Since Morehead State 
University has county-wide jurisdiction, a serious situation could arise 
requiring MSU officers to back up the city. Therefore, it would be 
advantageous for MSU officers to be able to trainwith the city officers 
on the same type of weapon. 
Dr. Wheeler recalled the Board's action when it first authorized 
campus security officers to function in off-campus situations and 
stressed the importance of limiting MSU officers' involvement off- 
campus to exceptional situations. 
Extensive discussion followed. 
MOTION: Mr. Jones moved, seconded by Mr. Wheeler, 
to approve the President's recommendations in V-C-3 
and V-C-4. 
VOTE: The motion carried with Mr. Colley, Mrs. Baker 
and Mr. Francis voting nay. 
Mr. Colley explained his vote. He said that he could not 
imagine a situation where a campus security officer would be in such 
a hurry to reload after using six bullets. 
Dr. Grote provided a final report on spring enrollment for 1992 
noting that the head-count enrollment had increased to 8,339 
representing a modest increase over the 1991 spring semester. Spring 
enrollment over the past six years has increased by 44.2 percent. 
Chairman Seaton commended the special committee appointed 
to monitor the budget process and asked Mr. Colley, Committee Chair, 
to report. 
Mr. Colley commended the administration on doing a fine job 
in presenting the facts, keeping the committee informed, and 
responding to questions in a candid manner. He said that he and the 
other members of the committee, which included Dr. Wheeler, Mrs. 
NEXT BOR MEETING 
RATIFICATION OF 
DR. EAGLIN'S 
CONTRACT 
SPOTLIGHT ON 1992-93 
PRELIMINARY 
OPERATING BUDGET 
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Baker, and Mrs. Teresia Parker, Chair of the Staff Congress, 
(appointed following April 17 Board meeting) had met several times. 
Mr. Colley said that the Committee's report which had been 
distributed to the Board earlier that week, speaks for itself. (A copy 
is attached hereto and incorporated in the Minutes as VII-A.) 
Mr. Wheeler commended Mr. Colley and his committee on 
doing an excellent job. He said that the report was very concise and 
incisive. 
Chairman Seaton called attention to the next meeting scheduled 
for 10 a.m. on May 22, 1992, in the Riggle Room. 
Following a ten-minute break, Mr. Seaton moved, 
seconded by Mr. Colley, that the Board ratify the four- 
year contract with Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin as President of 
Morehead State University at an annual salary of 
$115,000 beginning July 1, 1992. The motion 
unanimously carried. 
Dr. Grote provided opening comments for the spotlight 
presentation on the 1992-93 preliminary operating budget. Following 
is the text of Dr. Grote's comments: 
This is the fifth annual budget that I have had the 
privilege of presenting to the Board of Regents. In 
many ways, it is similar to the budgets that we have 
presented to you previously. Each year, we have 
presented a tentative balanced budget approximately six 
weeks prior to our requesting that the Board of Regents 
adopt a final budget for the next fiscal year. 
Rescheduling this special meeting from Friday, April 10, 
until today gave us a week's additional time prior to this 
meeting which we found was needed. But it also 
shortens up the time period by one week prior to the 
meeting of the Board of Regents on May 22. However, 
we are on schedule, and I am pleased to say that we are 
presenting to you a proposed budget for 1992-93 that is 
tentatively balanced. Once we have benefitted from the 
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discussion today, we have a good deal of fine tuning and 
detail work to do during the next few short weeks. 
We spent an extraordinary amount of time 
making budget adjustments early in the fall, further 
adjusted our budget due to the executive order in 
October, and have now spent a great deal of time 
developing the 1992-93 general operating budget. While 
we have completed our day-to-day tasks and special 
project tasks, I must admit that I have been concerned 
that we have simply been consumed by a budget cut and 
reallocation in the magnitude of 11.8 percent. 
Unfortunately, there are not many quick and easy 
solutions nor can we deal with it as a short-term 
problem. Because there is little relief in the 1993-94 
state appropriation, we all realize that this is a long-term 
financial problem and it must be dealt with following a 
great deal of thought. 
Every facet of the university has been examined 
and cross-examined. Because the cuts are so deep, I 
provided for examination in two ways that we have not 
done before. Each division was given the opportunity to 
say what it would cut in the other three divisions, and 
then when cuts were proposed, each division had to 
defend its cuts to the other three divisions as well as to 
me. This was necessary because of the interdependency 
of the divisions since a major decision in one division 
often impacted another division. We have been careful 
and thoughtful in weighing those inter-division 
relationships because it is our responsibility to develop 
a budget that is in the best interest of the total 
university. As you will see in the presentations that 
follow, we did not make across-the-board cuts either by 
division or within divisions, and cuts were differentiated 
following a careful analysis. 
In general, we have achieved consensus across the 
four divisions and within the divisions. My role has been 
one of a facilitator--sometimes a mediator as well as a 
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decision-maker. We have attempted to develop a fair, 
equitable, and workable budget. The budget we present 
today is a result of a great deal of "give and take." 
We have involved many people in the process and 
have had more meetings and discussions than at any 
time in the past five years. In addition to many 
meetings and discussions on campus, the administration 
met with the special Board committee on two occasions, 
and I appreciate Mr. Colley's remarks this morning. 
Even with a lot of meetings and discussions, there are 
still rumors circulating on and off campus, and some 
misinformation exists. Because the cuts in the budgets 
have required a number of personnel decisions, we must 
all realize that not everyone is going to be happy with 
this budget. 
Our strategic plan was very helpful to us as we 
developed a set of objectives, principles, and goals that 
have guided us in our decision making. We have 
regularly reviewed those guidelines and have tested our 
judgments and decisions against these standards. We do 
have a better budget because of the process that we 
developed which also involved individuals and groups, 
including the University Planning Council. 
It is important to note that we have been able to 
balance the budget without any across-the-board 
reduction in faculty salaries or staff salaries or wages. 
We have worked too hard to get to where we are with 
our salaries and wages to lose any ground. Since the 
other regional universities will most likely not be giving 
salary increases either, our salary and wage relationships 
with other institutions will not regress. On the other 
hand, there is no way to deal with a cut of the 
magnitude that we are facing, when more than 65 
percent of all of our costs go into personnel, to not 
reduce our workforce and to not affect people in various 
ways. Most, but I must indicate not all, of the people 
whose jobs would be affected by this budget have been 
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advised as to its impact. However, we do not think it is 
appropriate or, in some instances, it is not possible to be 
specific about individuals today as we make this public 
presentation. We will be speaking of positions, not 
people, in our presentations today. We will be 
presenting a final proposed personnel roster for 1992-93 
at the Board meeting on May 22. By that time, all 
personnel will have been properly notified, and we will 
be able to make that information public. 
In looking at our fixed costs, we examined each 
and every item, even our fringe benefit costs. We 
carefully weighed the cost to the University and the 
benefits to our employees and have made the decision 
to recommend to you that we fund the dental insurance 
program at its current level for the fiscal year 1992-93. 
We have also funded our health insurance program at its 
current level for the entire fiscal year. We have asked 
the University Employee Benefits Committee to 
carefully study our health insurance programs to see if 
there are better ways for us to control our costs and 
continue to provide adequate protection. There are a 
number of options that need to be considered, and there 
will be ample time in the fall to look at those options 
and to make a decision prior to the new contract date of 
January 1, 1993. 
Today, we will be making a series of 
presentations with the use of the overhead projector. 
While Mr. Ray Pinner, our Director of Budgets, has in 
the past few years made the entire presentation with 
questions being directed to the vice presidents, I have 
asked Ray to do just an overview and a summary this 
year. Because of the complexity and magnitude of the 
cuts, I am asking each vice president to make a 
presentation on behalf of his division. I must say that 
they have dealt with this difficult situation with courage 
and in a most professional manner. Since they will have 
a major responsibility in the administration of their 
respective budgets in 1992-93, it seems only appropriate 
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for them to brief the Board today. Mr. Pinner has made 
copies of all or most of the transparencies that he will 
be using on the overhead projector and has put them in 
a package which we will be pleased to give to the Board 
and to the audience at the conclusion of our budget 
presentation. Following the presentation and any 
questions and discussions that occur, we also need to 
have the Board adopt the fee schedule for 1992-93. At 
the time the fee schedule is presented, I would like to 
make some additional remarks. Now to begin our 
traditional budget spotlight, I would like Mr. Ray Pinner 
to present an update overview at this time. 
Mr. Ray Pinner, Director of Budgets and Management 
Information, presented an overview of the 1992-93 preliminary 
operating budget. Mr. Pinner focused primarily on the budget 
reductions and available revenue sources. 
Mr. Pinner pointed out that the 1992-93 preliminary budget of 
approximately $56.9 million, a decrease of $5.8 million from the 
beginning 1991-92 budget, was based on a conservative enrollment 
estimate of 8400 for the fall of 1992. He explained that the bulk of the 
$5.8 million decrease must be addressed through expenditure 
reductions. Preliminary plans to address the $5.8 million decrease 
include reductions of slightly more than $5 million which address 
approximately 86 percent of the problem faced by the University. 
Through analyzing the University's fee structure, changes are being 
recommended which will generate an additional $824,000 to apply to 
the shortfall. The $824,000 which is being proposed through fee 
increases can be broken down into major categories: tuition increase 
authorized by the Council on Higher Education which would generate 
$340,000; increase in student activity fee of $30 which would generate 
another $360,000; and increase in computer fee which would generate 
$114,000. Other fee increases would generate a few thousand dollars 
totaling slightly more than $800,000 to meet the shortfall. 
Should the CHE further increase the 1992-93 tuition rates, 
Morehead State University would re-evaluate its $30 per semester 
increase in the student activity and service fee so that a student would 
not be paying on both sides. 
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Mr. Pinner provided an analysis of the impact of the proposed 
increases on a typical Morehead State University student--a full-time 
in-state, undergraduate student living in a residence hall. The total 
increase that the typical student would pay would be $60 per semester 
or 4.3 percent of the total fee. In other words, $60 is a 4.3 percent 
increase over what the student would be paying in 91-92 based on the 
proposed fee schedule. Other major student fees for which no increase 
was being recommended were meal plans, housing, and parking. 
Mr. Seaton said that he was against increasing the fee for 
faculty and staff from $30 to $40 and not increasing the fee for 
students. 
In response to a question by Mr. Francis, Mr. Pinner advised 
that the fee had been the same for students, faculty and staff for the 
past several years. 
Dr. Wheeler indicated that he felt the $60 per semester increase 
in student fees was really a very modest increase in view of the fact 
that some faculty and staff would lose their jobs. He said that it was 
a little unusual that student fees under these conditions would be 
increased less than they have in several years. 
Mr. Francis pointed out that the students are also getting cut in 
scholarships this next year. 
Dr. Grote noted that with the economic situation in the 22- 
counties served by Morehead State, the biggest concern had been for 
our students knowing that just a few dollars for some of these students 
could make a difference on whether they come here or not. 
Mr. Keith Kames. Vice President for University Advancement 
Mr. Kappes explained that the primary mission in advancement 
was to foster positive external relationships with the University's 
publics. The Division also provides substantial support to the entire 
University through printing and related services and, for the last two 
years, has had oversight responsibility for intercollegiate athletics, a 
unit which heavily impacts the University internally and externally. 
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University Advancement is proposing a 12 percent reduction in 
its operating budget. The Division began the 91-92 fiscal year with 
about 60 staff members. With the proposed budget, eight of those jobs 
would be eliminated and the employment of four others would be 
reduced representing 20 percent of the total workforce. In terms of 
the impact on units other than athletics, it is anticipated that it will 
become necessary to slow the pace of the Division's efforts to upgrade 
publications and other related activities. Marketing activities will also 
be reduced unfortunately at a time of increased competition for 
students. 
With athletics being about two thirds of the Division's total 
budget, it is being proposed that the recurring budget base for athletics 
be reduced by $182,000 from the current fiscal year level. At the same 
time, the program will intensify its efforts to increase athletic revenue 
from all sources further reducing the percentage of general fund 
dollars used to subsidize athletics. 
Mr. Kappes reported that the University was in compliance with 
the Board's 1987 mandate to keep athletic revenues above 33 percent 
of expenditures and to keep the subsidy below 3.6 percent of the total 
E&G budget. About 40 percent of the athletic budget goes to student 
financial aid with approximately 200 student athletes receiving aid in 
varying amounts. Only 9 of the 15 sports have scholarships and only 
5 of those 9 have full scholarships. It is the Division's judgment that 
the proposed reduction is the maximum that can be achieved for 92-93 
and continue to comply with the Board's directive to keep the 
University in the Ohio Valley Conference and in Division I of the 
NCAA. Contractual obligations and requirements of membership in 
those two bodies have forced the University to concentrate its 
resources and to reluctantly propose elimination of the non-conference 
sport of soccer. The proposed 92-93 athletic budget has fewer sports, 
fewer scholarships, fewer coaches. Since those specific cuts affect only 
men's sports, the institution will also be in compliance with the Board's 
mandate in 87 and again in 89 to protect and enhance women's 
athletics. Gender equity is a major new issue in intercollegiate 
athletics nationally and in Kentucky. This budget cut ironically 
provides an opportunity to improve the institution's relative position in 
the balance of spending for men and women athletics. Substantial 
progress has been made in improving the fiscal management of 
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intercollegiate athletics, but the institution has virtually no flexibility 
left unless the Ohio Valley Conference and/or the NCAA makes some 
changes in the requirements. Most of MSU's sister institutions in the 
OVC are feeling the same pressure. 
Dr. Grote commended the Board for its vision and foresight in 
1989 when it adopted a policy that placed a cap on the amount of state 
money going into athletics which resulted in the University being very 
aggressive in raising revenue. Dr. Grote advised that he had been 
appointed by the Commissioner of the OVC to chair a special four- 
member committee composed of presidents to look at options on 
dealing with cost containment of football over the next several years. 
The committee will make its recommendations at the spring meeting 
of the OVC to be held in June. 
Dr. Wheeler expressed concern over the decision of cutting 
soccer, one of the least expensive programs, and not proportionally 
cutting the other sports. He said that there was a lot of sentiment 
opposing the elimination of soccer. The Faculty Athletics Committee 
does not support the recommendation to eliminate soccer. 
Mr. Kappes explained that the program, which costs slightly less 
than $15,000, is a non-scholarship sport with a part-time coach. 
Because of OVC and Division I requirements to have seven men and 
seven women sports, we had to prioritize our resources. He indicated 
that a parent had offered to provide gifts to fund the program next 
year. While this was not final, the offer would be pursued. Mr. 
Kappes also mentioned the possibility of soccer being reinstated at 
some point in the future or continued as a club sport. 
Discussion followed. 
Mr. Martin emphasized the importance of making judgments on 
what programs to keep based on what is important to MSU's service 
region and, further, continuing to look at awarding more of the athletic 
financial aid to Kentucky students giving them an opportunity to 
develop and continue in an activity of their choice. 
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Mr. Kappes indicated that it was being proposed to change the 
mix. Currently, the mix is 57 in-state grants and 73 out-of-state grants 
which represents a switch of 9 out-of-state grants to in-state. 
Mr. Colley echoed Mr. Martin's sentiments. He said that he felt 
Morehead was a mountain school where principally the mountain 
people could further their education. He said that was why he wanted 
to serve on this Board so he could represent the people in Pike County 
and Eastern Kentucky. He said that this matter should be looked at 
before next season and change the number. 
In response to a question from Mr. Seaton on complimentary 
tickets, Mr. Kappes explained that they are reflected as a cost in the 
University budget and that the external auditor's recommendation for 
accounting for comp tickets would be implemented in 1992-93. Only 
tickets actually used would be reflected in the accounting process. 
Mr. Porter Dailey. Vice President for Administration and Fiscal 
Services 
The Division of Administration and Fiscal Services is one of the 
primary support units of the University responsible for a wide variety 
of functions, including budgeting, fiscal services (accounting and 
budgetary control, purchasing, payroll, food services, bookstore) 
information technology, telecommunication services, physical plant, 
personnel services, occupational safety and health, risk management, 
and public safety. 
The budget reduction proposal for the Division would result in 
the elimination of 18.2 positions supported by the education and 
general revenue budget. In addition, in order to deal with the 
Division's budget reduction plan, contract hours would be reduced for 
one position, two positions would be downgraded, and five fixed term 
positions would be eliminated. Approximately $89,000 in temporary 
wages plus several fixed-term positions, representing about 25 seasonal 
positions in the physical plant, would be eliminated. 
Mr. Dailey outlined the impact in the Division as follows and 
noted that while positions were being eliminated, most functions would 
be assumed by other employees. 
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a 
a 
0 
a 
a 
Discontinuance of contract related to the 
processing of the National Defense 
Student Loan Program. 
Discontinuance of IBM computer 
purchased five years ago. Students and 
faculty would be able to access the 
University of Kentucky's IBM computer 
through KECNET, a consortium system 
among all of the public universities in the 
state. 
Elimination of funding set aside in the 
past two years related to the installation 
and upgrading of a telecommunications 
cable TV component in the residence hall 
complex. 
Significant reductions in the building and 
maintenance areas. 
Reduction of the Faculty and Staff 
Development Program. 
Mrs. Pennington asked about a safety net in the event someone 
was a month or so from retirement and his/her position was being 
eliminated. 
Mr. Dailey responded that while there was no one in that 
category in the Division of Administration and Fiscal Services, he was 
confident that if anyone was close to retirement in another division 
that the University would be extremely sensitive to that situation. 
Mr. Michael Mincev, Vice President for Student Life 
Mr. Mincey announced that the cheerleaders had won the 
national championship for the second consecutive year and the third 
time in the past five years. The men's bowling team, a club sport, won 
the Association of College and Unions-International Championship, 
and the women's team finished second. 
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The Division of Student Life is a major support group for 
students. The Division is organized into three subunits: Student 
Support Services which includes Admissions, Financial Aid, and 
Housing; Student Activities which includes Intramurals and 
Recreation, University Center, Student Government Association, and 
Student Activities Council; and Student Development which includes 
Career Planning and Placement, Minority Affairs, Counseling and 
Health Services, Counseling and Support Services. 
Mr. Mincey indicated that 17.4 positions would be eliminated 
in the Division of Student Life. The E&G budget is being reduced 
$560,000 or 10.5 percent and auxiliary service (housing) $146,000 or 
16.5 percent. The impact on the Division follows: 
University's Institutional Scholarship 
Program would be reduced $275,000. The 
institution would maintain its renewal 
commitments and provide approximately 
$500,000 for new students and $48,000 in 
awards for transfer students. 
Operational expenses would be reduced by 
$88,000. 
Salaries and wages would be reduced by 
$344,000. 
Number of educational and awareness 
programs focusing on concerns and issues 
facing college students would be reduced. 
Admission recruiting activities outside of 
MSU's service region would be limited. 
Institutional scholarships and grants for 
out-of-state students would be reduced. 
Hours of operation of recreational 
facilities would be modified with minimal 
reduction. 
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e Services and support in areas where staff 
have been eliminated would be reduced. 
Professional travel and general office 
operating funds would be reduced. 
In regard to limiting recruitment outside of MSU's service 
region, Mr. Cofield commented that while the bulk of students come 
from the 22 counties served by MSU, it is important to have a mix of 
students from other areas as well. This experience will enable them 
to be more competitive when they seek job opportunities outside the 
region. 
Mr. Martin asked Mr. Mincey to clarify one part of his 
presentation involving the staffing of student activities. Discussion 
followed. 
Dr. John Philley. Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs 
The Division of Academic Affairs is the largest division of the 
University. It is comprised of the four colleges, the Office of 
Undergraduate Programs and the Office of Graduate and Extended 
Campus Programs and the Division also has three offices; namely, the 
Registrar's Office, the Library, and the Office of Research, Grants and 
Contracts. 
Dr. Philley detailed the impact of the proposed $2.5 million cut 
in Academic Affairs. 
Elimination of 12.25 support positions and 
11.5 faculty positions. Dr. Philley noted 
that the faculty positions translated into 
approximately 25 fixed term faculty 
members. 
Fewer classes offerings in summer and fall 
I 
I with larger class sizes. 
I 
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Fifty percent reduction in MSU's Faculty 
Research Fund. 
Fifty percent reduction in the 
International Scholar Program. 
Reduction and reorganization of Regional 
Development Services. 
Elimination of Pep Band. 
Elimination of the Academy of Arts. 
Elimination of University Farm Breeding 
Program. 
Reduction and reorganization of the 
Minority Teacher Education Program and 
the Wellness Program. 
R e d u c t i o n  i n  F a c u l t y  
Development/Inservice Program. 
Reduction of KEDC support. 
Fifty percent reduction in Concert and 
Lecture Series support. 
Fewer external lecturers and less over-the- 
road pay and overload funds available. 
Sabbatical leaves at no cost or low cost. 
1992-93 FEE 
SCHEDULE 
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Mr. Pinner summarized the impact of the 1992-93 budget 
reduction on all of the Divisions. 
a Elimination of approximately 65 positions 
of which 44 are currently filled. 
a Reduction in contract months - 36 positions. 
a Elimination of part-time temporary 
positions - 2 positions. 
Position realignments/downgrades - 10 
positions. 
a Elimination of fixed-term positions - 5 
positions. 
a Elimination of temporary wages - $89,000. 
(Equivalent to 20 part-time positions) 
Mr. Pinner noted that the sum of all of the personnel actions 
comprised about $2.7 million or 55 percent of the $5 million budget 
cut. Operating expenses constitute about $1.7 million of the reduction 
and capital a little over $500,000. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Board approve the 
recommended 1992-93 Fee Schedule. 
Mr. Seaton asked if the golf course were self-supporting and the 
effect of increasing the membership and golf cart fees. 
Mr. Dailey advised that expenditures were approximately 
$25,000 more than revenues but that an increase was being 
recommended in the membership fee beginning January 1,1993, which 
would result in more revenues in 92-93. No increase was being 
recommended in the cart fee. 
Dr. Grote noted a typographical error on the Fee Schedule on 
Page 31. Line three in the middle of the page should read, "for more 
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than 18 credit hours and to graduate students enrolled for more than 
12 (not 15) credit hours." 
-
MOTION: Mrs. Baker moved, seconded by Mr. Colley, 
to approve the 1992-93 Fee Schedule as proposed with 
the exception of the change in the parking fee from $30 
to $35 for facultylstaff and students. 
VOTE: The motion carried with Mr. Cofield, Mr. 
Francis and Mr. Wheeler voting nay. 
Mr. Wheeler explained his vote by saying that he was reluctant 
to do anything that would increase the costs for the students going to 
school here. 
Dr. Wheeler yielded to Professor Bob Wolfe, Chair of the 
Faculty Senate, who read a statement on behalf of the faculty. 
Professor Wolfe commented that the faculty has been entrusted with 
the most precious commodity that there is--the young men and women 
of Eastern Kentucky--and urged the Regents to keep instruction as the 
school's top priority. 
There being no further business to conduct, Mr. Wheeler 
moved, seconded by Mr. Colley, to adjourn. The motion carried. 
ADJOURNMENT 
April 17, 1992 
v-1 
RATIFICATION OF 1992 FOUNDERS DAY AWARD FOR UNIVERSITY SERVICE 
Backmound 
The Founders Day Award for University Service was established by the Board 
of Regents in 1978 and has been presented each year to an individual with a record of 
outstanding service to the University over a sustained period. Only one award is presented 
each year and the presentation is part of the annual Founders Day observance. Previous 
recipients have included W. E. Crutcher, 1978; Linus A. Fair, 1979; Carl D. Perkins, 1980; 
Dr. Warren C. Lappin, 1981; Dr. Ted L. Crosthwait, 1982; Monroe Wicker, 1983; Lloyd 
Cassity, 1984; Grace Crosthwaite, 1985; Boone Logan, 1986; Dr. Ronda1 D. Hart, 1987; 
George T. Young, 1988; John E. Collis, 1989; Dr. Wilhelm Exelbirt, 1990; and Dr. Roscoe 
Playforth, 1991. 
Dr. Mary Northcutt Powell, a pioneer in elementary school accreditation in 
the southeastern United States, began her service to the University in 1955 as a supervising 
teacher in the laboratory school. Chair of MSU's Department of Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education from 1970 until her retirement in 1982, Dr. Powell's leadership 
resulted in Breckinridge becoming the first Kentucky elementary school to be accredited by 
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). A two-time graduate of MSU' 
with a doctorate from George Peabody College, Dr. Powell was one of the developers of 
SACS' Commission on Elementary Schools, working with colleges from 10 other states to 
develop the commission's standards and procedures. In 1989, she was recognized by SACS 
as Kentucky's recipient of the Distinguished Educational Achievement Award. Although 
retired from full-time teaching, Dr. Powell has continued to teach when needed and remains 
active as a consultant to schools seeking accreditation. She also maintains an active 
volunteer role with several civic and church organizations. 
Dr. Powell was recommended for this honor by the Founders Day Committee 
after being nominated by members of the University community. The award was presented 
to Dr. Powell by Dr. Alban Wheeler on behalf of the Board of Regents at the Founders Day 
Convocation held on April 3, 1992. 
Recommendation 
That the Board of Regents ratify the selection of Dr. Mary Northcutt Powell 
as the recipient of the 1992 Founders Day Award for University Service. 
. ., 
April 17, 1992 
V-B-1 
APPROVE REVISION OF UNDERGRADUATE 
ADMISSIONS STANDARDS POLICY--AP-1 
The Undergraduate Admissions Standards were last considered and approved 
by the Board of Regents in May, 1991. As a Board-approved academic policy, the 
admissions standards are designated AP-1. 
The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee has the responsibility for the 
annual review of the University's admissions standards. During the 1991-92 review the 
committee considered information supplied by the Academic Services Center, the 
Provisional Studies Advisory Board (comprised of both faculty members and counselors), 
and the Admissions Office. One objective of this review was to establish guidelines to meet 
the University's Strategic Theme 3: Promote quality education by seeking the appropriate 
level of student enrollment. A second objective was to continue to respond to the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) recommendation that the University either 
revise its admissions standards or increase the amount of support provided for remedial and 
developmental education. 
The admissions standards as revised respond to these objectives by increasing. 
the Admissions Index for unconditional admission from the current 380 to 400. The 
Admissions Index is computed by multiplying the high school grade-point average (on a 4.0 
scale) by 100; by multiplying the American College Test (ACT Enhanced) composite score . 
or equivalent Scholastic Aptitude (SAT) score by 10; then, by summing the two scores. For 
example, a student with an Admissions Index of 400 might have an ACI' Enhanced 
composite of 19 and a high school grade-point average of 2.1. The average ACT Enhanced 
composite for first-time freshmen at MSU for the fall of 1990 was 19.1. 
In addition, the admissions standards as revised raise the minimum Admissions 
Index for acceptance to MSU from 300 with an ACT composite of 12 to 350 with an ACT 
composite of 14. The standards as revised also mandate the establishment of an appeals 
procedure for any student who requests special consideration. Ninety-seven students would 
have been excluded by these requirements if the revised standards had been in place in fall 
1991, and 189 students would have been admitted conditionally to the Provisional Studies 
Program. 
Other changes to the admissions standards include a statement added after 
consultation with University counsel giving the University the right to deny applicants 
admission or to place restrictions on those admitted who have self-reported criminal 
convictions. Since 1989, the University has required applicants to report all criminal 
convictions, other than minor traffic violations. University counsel advises that while we 
may exclude applicants or place restrictions on those admitted, our right to do so must be 
included in approved University policy statements and appropriate University publications. 
Rationale 
These changes in the admissions standards accomplish two goals. First, more 
students with below-average ACT scores will be required to take remedial or developmental 
courses through the Provisional Studies Program. These courses will enhance the retention 
of this group of students and improve their ability to succeed in their college programs. In 
addition, regular classes can be taught at an appropriate college kvel. Second, students who 
do not meet the requirement of an Admissions Index of 350 with a minimum ACT 
composite of 14 can be counseled to complete sufficient post-secondary work to increase 
their ability to succeed at MSU. 
Recommendation 
That the Board of Regents approve the Undergraduate Admissions Standards 
(AP-1) as revised for implementation for fall, 1993, rescinding the May 17, 1991, policy. 
Undergraduate Admissions Standards -- APl  
PURPOSE: To o u t l i n e  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  admission o f  undergraduate s tuden ts  t o  
f ou r - yea r  and two-year degree programs, i n c l u d i n g  s tandards f o r  admiss ion as 
p r o v i s i o n a l  s t uden ts  o r  as non-degree-seeking s tuden ts .  
EXCEPTIONS FOR SELECTIVE ADMISSIONS PROGRAMS: Complet ion o f  admissions 
r e q u i  rements ou t1  i n e d  i n  t h e  f o l l  owing s e c t i o n s  on Four-Year Degrees and Two-Year 
Degrees w i  11 a1 1  ow a  s tuden t  t o  be adm i t t ed  t o  any program o f  s t udy  except  those  
which admi t  s t uden ts  s e l e c t i v e l y .  Examples o f  such programs a r e  those  i n  teacher  
educa t ion ,  nu rs i ng ,  r a d i o 1  o g i c  t echno l  ogy, and v e t e r i n a r y  t echno l  ogy. Such 
programs r e q u i r e  a  separa te  a p p l i c a t i o n  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e  
u n i v e r s i t y .  I n f o r m a t i o n  about t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  a v a i l a b l e  th rough 
t h e  dean o f  t h e  c o l l e g e  which a d m i n i s t e r s  t h e  program o f  s tudy .  
ADMINISTRATION OF POLICY: The admiss ion o f  a l l  undergraduate s tuden ts  i n t o  
Morehead S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  i s  admini s t e r e d  by t h e  a u t h o r i t y  o f  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  
Admissions, which r e f l e c t s  and works i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  o f  t h e  m i s s i o n  s ta tement  o f  
t h e  u n i v e r s i t y  and w i t h i n  a p p r o p r i a t e  s t a t e  and f e d e r a l  g u i d e l i n e s  and p o l i c i e s .  
A l l  a p p l i c a n t s  f o r  admission a re  r e q u i r e d  t o  submit  ev idence o f  p r i o r  
educa t i ona l  exper ience  and o t h e r  s u p p o r t i n g  da ta  f o r  e v a l u a t i o n  by  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  
Admissions. T h i s  o f f i c e  may reques t  c l  a r i f i c a t i o n  o f  submi t t e d  documents and 
r e t a i n s  a l l  documents as p a r t  o f  t h e  s tuden t ' s  permanent record .  The U n i v e r s i t y  
r ese rves  t h e  r i q h t  t o  deny admission ( o r  t o  admi t  w i t h  c e r t a i n  r e s t r i c t i o n s )  
based on an e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  s tuden t ' s  suopo r t i nq  d a t a  and a  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  
immoral c h a r a c t e r  o r  prooensi  t v  f o r  v i o l e n t  o r  o t h e r  conduct s i m i l  a r l  y 
unacceptable f o r  t h e  u n r e s t r i c t e d  admi t tance  i n t o  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y  community. The 
Underqraduate Admissions A ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  r e w i r e s  a ~ o l i c a n t s  t o  r e ~ o r t  a l l  c r i m i n a l  
c o n v i c t i o n s .  o t h e r  t han  minor  t r a f f i c  v i o l a t i o n s .  J u v e n i l e  o f f enses  s h a l l  n o t  
be repo r ted .  I n  o r d e r  t o  assess t h e  s u i t a b i l i t y  o f  such a p p l i c a n t s  t o  t h e  
u n i v e r s i t y  community and i d e n t i  f v  any spec i  a1 c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  en ro l lmen t .  t h e  
U n i v e r s i t y  has e s t a b l i s h e d  a  rev iew  process.  Cooies o f  t h e  Review Process f o r  
Underqraduate Admission App l i can t s  w i t h  Reported C r im ina l  Conv i c t i ons  a re  
ava i  1  a b l e  upon reaues t  i n  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  Admissions. P r e l  i m i n a r y  admission 
d e c i s i o n s  made by t h e  O f f i c e  p r i o r  t o  r e c e i p t  o f  a l l  o f f i c i a l  and f i n a l  
documentat ion a re  temporary and a re  s u b j e c t  t o  change. 
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY: A l l  a p p l i c a n t s  f o r  admiss ion a re  cons idered  
e q u a l l y  r e g a r d l e s s  o f  race,  c o l o r ,  r e l i g i o n ,  sex, m a r i t a l  s t a t u s ,  n a t i o n a l  
o r i g i n ,  age, b e l i e f s ,  o r  handicap. 
APPEALS PROCESS: Students  who do n o t  meet admissions reau i rements  f o r  e i t h e r  
f ou r - yea r  o r  two-year deqree prosrams may appeal f o r  s ~ e c i a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  when 
p a s t  academic performance may n o t  be i n d i c a t i v e  o f  a b i l i t y  t o  do c o l l e q e  l e v e l  
work o r  when t h e r e  may be e r r o r s  i n  s u p p o r t i n q  documentat ion. Guide1 i n e s  f o r  t h e  
appeals orocedure a re  a v a i l a b l e  i n  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  Admissions. 
I. FOUR-Y EAR DEGREE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS 
A. UNCONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
F i r s t - t i m e  Freshman may be adm i t t ed  u n c o n d i t i o n a l l y  i f  t h e y  p resen t  
evidence o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
or will 
HIGH SCHOOL/GED 
1. That they have graduated 
high school, with no c 
graduation, or that they 
graduate from an accredi ted 
01 1 ege course work completed after 
have recei ved the General Education 
Development (GED) certificate. Students who, while in high 
school , compl ete col 1 ege courses, advanced pl acement (AP) high 
school courses, or CLEP exami nations wi 11 be considered f i rst- 
time freshmen and must arrange to have official verification 
of the results of these submitted to the Office of Admissions. 
ADMISSIONS INDEX 
.......... 
2 .  That they meet the minimum Admissions Index of @g 400 and 
have an ACT Enhanced Composite score of at least 14'I"'The Index 
is computed by mu1 tiplying the High School Grade Point Average 
(on a 4.0 scale) by 100; by multiplying the American College 
Test (ACT Enhanced) composite score or equivalent Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT)/CPP score by 10 (only 10% of applicants 
may use the SAT); then, by summing the two scores (A1 = HSGPA 
x 100 t ACT Enhanced x 10). 
PRE-COLLEGE CURRICULUM 
3 .  That they have completed a high school Pre-College Curriculum, 
as defined by the Kentucky Council on Higher Education and as 
implemented by Morehead State Universitv. 
B. PROVISIONAL ADMISSION 
Students who do not meet the minimum Admissions Index but who have 
an Index of 3' 350 and an ACT Enhanced composite score of @ or 
above may beadmi tted provisional ly and wi 11 be notified that they 
have been assigned to the Provisional Studies Program administered 
by the Dean of Undergraduate Programs. 
C. CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
First-time freshman applicants for four-year degree admission who 
did not compl ete the high school Pre-Coll ege Curricul um are el igi bl e 
for Conditional Admission. Eligibility for conditional admission 
will be determined after review of the student's Admissions Index 
and the date of the student's application. Students admitted 
conditionally will be advised that for continued matricul ation they 
must satisfy conditions prescribed by a University pol icy for the 
removal of Pre-Col 1 ege Curri cul um deficiencies. 
D. UNCONDITIONAL TRANSFER ADMISSION 
Transfer Students may be admitted unconditional ly if they present 
evidence of the following: 
PRE-COLLEGE CURRICULUM OR CUMULATIVE GPA 
That they have completed the high school pre-college 
curricul um or have earned a cumul ative.grade point average of 
2.00 or better (on a 4.00 scale) on at least twenty-four (24) 
semester hours of college course work completed after 
graduation from an accredited high school . Appl icants for 
transfer admission who present fewer than twenty-four (24) 
hours of course work completed after high school graduation 
must submit high school transcripts and ACT or equivalent 
SATICPP scores for pl acement . Coll ege-1 eve1 course work 
completed prior to high school graduation will not be 
considered in determining whether the applicant is to be 
granted First-time Freshman or Transfer Student admission 
status. 
GOOD STANDING WITH PREVIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
2. That they are currently in good standing with all previously- 
attended colleges or universities, as demonstrated by 
submitting a Transfer Recommendation Form from each 
institution. If the course work transcript submitted from an 
institution displays the statement "entitled to honorable 
di smi ssal " or the equivalent, the Transfer Recommendation Form 
from that institution is not required. 
TRANSFER OF COURSE CREDITS 
3. Whether earned prior to or after high school graduation, 
course credits earned from Council on Post-Secondary 
Accreditation (COPA) accredited institutions of higher 
education will be accepted for transfer. Credits earned at 
non-accredi ted institutions wi 11 be evaluated for possible 
transfer by the dean of the college in which credit is being 
sought. 
E. CONDITIONAL TRANSFER ADMISSION 
Applicants for transfer admission to four-year degree programs who 
did not complete the high school Pre-College Curriculum and who have 
completed fewer than twenty-four credit hours of coll ege course work 
are eligible for Conditional Admission. Eligibility for conditional 
admission will be determined by a review of the student's Admissions 
Index and the date of the student's application. Students admitted 
conditionally will be advised that for continued matriculation they 
must satisfy conditions prescribed by a University pol icy for the 
removal of Pre-Col 1 ege Curri cul um deficiencies. 
F. TRANSFER STUDENTS WITH PROBATIONARY STATUS 
Students  who a re  on p r o b a t i o n a r y  s ta tus ,  who have been dropped 
and/or suspended, o r  who a r e  o the rw i se  i n e l  ig ' i  b l e  t o  r e t u r n  t o  t h e i r  
previ.ous 2ftg+, ... i .nr t i tu t i .on $be Escz"ei+Kc6:igz .s.. r?.a~...be...co~.s.id.e~ed...f~~...P~~b.a.ti.onar~...Ad~?i.~.~i.~~.~. 2zBgBcfi Kagge+gtg6w6e gg*D gyKjif6ik: 
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must appear b e f o r e  t h e  hiver:$s Academic Appeals CoLmit tee and 
r e c e i v e  a  ~ o s i t i v e  recommendation f o r  P roba t i ona ry  Admission s t a t u s .  
Students  who a r e  g ran ted  P roba t i ona ry  Admission s t a t u s  w i l l  be 
adv ised t h a t  f o r  con t i nued  m a t r i c u l a t i o n  t hey  must s a t i s f y  
c o n d i t i o n s  p r e s c r i b e d  f o r  them by t h e  O f f i c e  o f  Dean o f  
Undergraduate Programs. 
G. RETURNING STUDENTS 
Retu rn ing  Students  who r e a p p l y  t o  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y  a f t e r  w i thdrawing  
f o r  one o r  more r e g u l a r  semesters may be r e a d m i t t e d  u n c o n d i t i o n a l l y  
i f  t hey  p resen t  ev idence o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
GOOD STANDING WITH MSU 
1. That  t hey  wi thdrew i n  good s tand ing  w i t h  Morehead S t a t e  
U n i v e r s i t y .  Appl i c a n t s  cannot r e g i s t e r  f o r  c l asses  u n t i l  
arrangements a r e  made t o  c l e a r  any f i n a n c i a l  o b l  i g a t i o n s  o r  
" ho lds "  aga ins t  t h e  a p p l i c a n t ' s  records .  
GOOD STANDING WITH INTERIM INSTITUTIONS 
2. T h a t t h e y a r e i n g o o d s t a n d i n g w i t h a n y c o l l e g e o r u n i v e r s i t y  
a t tended s i nce  l e a v i n g  Morehead S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y .  Students  
a p p l y i n g  f o r  readmiss ion  a f t e r  a t t e n d i n g  o t h e r  i n s t i t u t i o n s  
must supply  o f f i c i a l  t r a n s c r i p t s  and T r a n s f e r  Recommendation 
Forms f rom those i n s t i t u t i o n s  and may be s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  same 
c o n d i t i o n s  o f  P roba t i ona ry  Admission as t r a n s f e r  s tudents .  
H . READMISSION WITH PROBATIONARY STATUS 
Students  dropped f rom t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  f o r  academic reasons may be 
readm i t t ed  upon t h e  recommendation o f  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y ' s  Academic 
Appeals Committee. Students  so readm i t t ed  w i l l  be adv ised  o f  t h e i r  
P roba t ionary  Readmission s t a t u s  and t h a t  f o r  con t i nued  m a t r i c u l a t i o n  
t hey  must s a t i s f y  c o n d i t i o n s  p r e s c r i b e d  f o r  them by  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  
t h e  Dean o f  Undergraduate Programs. 
I. INTERNAT I ONAL STUDENTS 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Students  may be cons idered  f o r  admiss ion i n  any o f  t h e  
p r e v i o u s l y  mentioned c a t e g o r i e s  t h a t  app ly  ( t h a t  i s ,  as f i r s t - t i m e  
freshmen, t r a n s f e r  students, o r  as r e t u r n i n g  students) .  I n  o rde r  t o  
be admit ted uncond i t iona l  l y ,  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  s tudents must n o t  o n l y  
meet admission a1 1 requ i  ( xcepting rements the f o r  Admissions t h e  category Index. i n !g6wEtispEk-c6zEggk ...... hich..the.~ . .... des.i.re 
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PROFICIENCY I N  ENGLISH 
1. That they are p r o f i c i e n t  i n  o r a l  and w r i t t e n  Engl i sh ,  evidence 
o f  which may i nc lude  ( b u t  i s  n o t  l i m i t e d  t o )  a minimum score 
o f  500 on t h e  Test o f  Eng l i sh  as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) o r  
a minimum score o f  82 on t h e  Michigan Examination Report. 
FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
2. That they have s u f f i c i e n t  f i n a n c i a l  resources f o r  cont inued 
enro l lment ,  as demonstrated by s a t i s f a c t o r y  complet ion o f  a 
F inanc ia l  Resources Form. The u n i v e r s i t y  reserves t h e  r i g h t  
t o  r e q u i r e  a depos i t  f o r  those students who are n a t i v e s  o f  
coun t r i es  exper iencing currency exchange d i f f i c u l t i e s .  
EVALUATION OF INTERNATIONAL TRANSCRIPTS 
3. That i n t e r n a t i o n a l  t r a n s c r i p t s  o f  prev ious course work f o r  
which t r a n s f e r  c r e d i t  i s  sought have been evaluated as a 
r e s u l t  o f  being submit ted by t h e  student t o  t h e  Credent ia l  
Eva lua t ion  Serv ice o f  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Research foundat ion,  Inc.  
11. TWO-YEAR DEGREE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS & STANDARDS 
A.  UNCONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
F i r s t - t i m e  Freshman may be admit ted u n c o n d i t i o n a l l y  i f  they  present  
evidence o f  t he  fo l l ow ing :  
HIGH SCHOOL/GED 
1. That they have graduated o r  w i l l  graduate f rom an acc red i ted  
h i g h  school, o r  t h a t  they  have rece ived t h e  general Educat ion 
Devel opment (GED) c e r t  i f i cate .  
ADMISSION INDEX 
2. That they meet t h e  minimum Admissions Index o f  380 400 and 
have an ACT Enhanced Comoosi t e  score o f  a t  least".'.. 14 ( f o r  an 
exp lanat ion  o f  t he  computat ion o f  t he  index, see Sect ion  I. A .  
2 above). 
NO PRE-COLLEGE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
3 .  Applicants for admission to two-year degree programs are not 
required to meet the minimum standards of the Pre-College 
Curriculum, as recommended by the Kentucky Council on Higher 
Educat i on , for the purposes of admi sslon ...................  Neverthel..es.s ............. .,.......thei r Pre-Coll ege Curri cul um deficiencies . ~ f i ~ g t ~ ~ ~ & ~ & ~ $ $ & B  must 
.- ........................... .i ...................... :.. . . .... . . . , . . . . .~.'.-.'.-.-.~.-.~.~.~ be assessed and removed according to the...*.ame ...f&4ii. i rem een'ts and 
conditions as baccalaureate students who are admitted 
conditionally. 
B e  PROVISIONAL ADMISSION TO TWO-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Applicants for admission to two-year degree programs who do not have 
the minimum Admission Index of 350 and an ACT Enhanced composite 
score of 14 or above may be admitted provisionally and will be 
notified that they have been assigned to the Provisional Studies 
Program administered by the Office of the Dean of Undergraduate 
Programs. 
C. TRANSFER ADMISSION TO TWO-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Transfer Students applying for admission to two-year degree programs 
must satisfy the same requirements as those applying for four-year 
degree programs. 
D RETURNING STUDENTS 
Returning Students applying for readmission to the university in 
two-year degree programs must satisfy the same requirements as those 
applying for readmission to four-year degree requirements. 
E. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
International Students applying for admission to two-year degree 
programs (either as fi rst-time freshman, transferring, or returning 
students) must satisfy the same requirements as those applying for 
readmission to four-year degree programs. 
111. PROVISIONAL ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS 
The competency-based Provisional Studies Program administered by the 
Academic Services Center under oversight of the Dean of Undergraduate 
Programs provides academi c instruction and support services designed to 
assist students in meeting entry level requirements for admission to two- 
year or to four-year degree programs. 
Program participants will be notified that they have been identified as 
Provisional Students and that their academic activities will be specific 
and monitored by the Academic Services Center. Participants will be 
assessed and will be provided a plan of remediation designed to increase 
competency in identified areas of weakness. In addition to developmental 
courses, participants may enrol 1 in regular course offerings. 
Enrollment as a Provisional Student does not guarantee degree admission to 
the university. For continued matriculation at the university, degree 
admissions standards must be met within a period of time specified by the 
Academic Services Center. Provisional 'Students must submit the same 
evidence of prior educational experience and supporting data as is 
required of all students applying for unconditional admission. 
I V .  NON-DEGREE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS 
A.  SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Special Students are those who do not apply for degree admission at 
the time they submit their application for admission to university 
enrol 1 ment . 
Those admitted as Special Students will be assigned to the Academic 
Services Center for course advice and approval . Speci a1 Students 
may subsequently be considered for admission to a degree program, 
upon the recommendation from Academic Services Center that degree 
admissions standards can be met within a specified period of time. 
No more than twenty-four hours of course work completed as a Special 
Student may be credited toward degree program requirements. 
B . TRANS1 ENT STUDENTS 
Transient Students are those students from other colleges and 
universities who are el igible for admission as non-degree seeking 
students. These applicants must submit the Transient Recommendation 
Form endorsed by their primary colleges or universities. 
C. HIGH SCHOOL UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
High school juniors or seniors who wish to enroll at the university 
may be admitted as special students to take courses only. 
Applicants for this type of admission must submit a letter of 
recommendation from their high school principal or guidance 
counselor. Applicants who are below high school junior level will 
be considered individually and specific approval for course 
enrollment may be required from the professor or department 
chai rperson responsi bl e for the course. 
April 17, 1992 
V-B-2 
APPROVE 1992 SPRING GRADUATES 
Recommendation 
That the Board of Regents approve the awarding of degrees to all candidates 
who have successfully completed all degree requirements as approved by the faculty of the 
University at the 1992 Spring Commencement on May 16, 
April 17, 1992 
v-C-1 
RATIFY AGREEMENTS WITH EXTERNAL AGENCIES 
Backaround 
The University routinely enters into agreements with external agencies to 
provide academic support and public services. These agreements are generally 
accomplished without regard to monetary consideration and cover such services as 
providing clinical learning facilities for students enrolled in professional programs, 
classroom facilities for off-campus classes and agreements with other educational 
institutions and state agencies. 
An agreement of the type being reported is initiated by the appropriate 
vice president, dean or director and is channeled through the University's 
administrative structure for approval by the President. The President, under the 
delegation provisions of KRS 164A, elected by the Board of Regents in 1982 and 
1990, and codified as Kentucky Administrative Regulation (KAR) 755 is authorized to 
negotiate and execute contracts and agreements of this type. Arrangements have . 
been made with the University's legal counsel for a local attorney to review each 
agreement before its execution. 
Recommendation 
That the Board ratify the attached list of agreements with external 
agencies. 
AGREEMENTS WITH EXTERNAL AGENCIES 
New Wave College Promotions, Inc. 
Port Washington, NY 
Distribution of Memo Board 
(a kit of personal products 
and services) provided by 
New Wave College 
Promotions, Inc., to residence 
hall students. New Wave 
College Promotions, Inc., will 
donate $1,200 to the 
residence hall life office after 
kits have been distributed. 
Fall Semester 1992 Fall Semester 1994 
April 17, 1992 
v-C-2 
RATIFY PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS 
Recommendation 
That the Board ratify the attached list of personal service contracts, 
which represents all such contracts issued with amounts greater than $1,000 between 
February 1, 1992, through March 27, 1992. 
Mr. Buddy R. Salyer 
Morehead, KY 
Dr. Richard Lawhon 
Columbia, SC 
................................................................................ 
Ms. Lynnda L. Buell 
Northwood, NH 
................................................................................ 
Mr. Robert Chenoweth 
Chenoweth Law Office 
Frankfort, KY 
PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS 
February 1, 1992 through March 27, 1992 
Legal counsel to the Faculty 
Rights and Responsibilities 
Committee 
........................................................................................... 
Faculty development 
workshop 
........................................................................................... 
Faculty development 
workshop--training for writing 
sample assessment 
........................................................................................... 
Legal counsel 
March 2, 1992 
................................................... 
April 23, 1992 
................................................... 
April 10, 1992 
................................................... 
April 1, 1992 
June 30, 1992 
............................................ 
April 24, 1992 
............................................ 
April 13, 1992 
............................................ 
June 30, 1992 
Continuation of 
legal 
representation 
.................................................. 
Reference 
.................................................. 
Reference 
.................................................. 
Continuation of 
legal 
representation 
April 17, 1992 
v-C-3 
AMEND OFFICE OF PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY MANUAL 
Backaround 
The Morehead State University Office of Public Safety (MSU Campus 
Police) is established by authority of the Board of Regents under the enabling 
provisions of KRS 164.950. The operational parameters of university Safety and 
Security departments are outlined by KRS 164.955 - 164.980. The Board of Regents 
has heretofore set forth additional rules and regulations governing the conduct of 
personnel and the operation of the unit through the Office of Public Safety Policv 
Manual. The Office of Public Safety Policv Manual was initially approved by the Board 
of Regents in September 1980 and was last amended in May 1987. 
Following a national search, a new manager of Public Safety was 
employed in 1990. Among the numerous operational reviews requested of the new 
manager was a comprehensive review of the Office of Public Safety Policv Manual. 
Further reason and support for reviewing the Policv Manual was the enactment by 
Congress of the Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act of 1990 and a 
recommendation as a result of the 1990 SACS Reaccreditation Committee Report that 
the University develop a coordinated assessment and implementation strategy for 
safety programs, including levels of security, lighting and related landscaping issues. 
The need to strengthen university campus security processes and crime reporting is 
required as a result of the Campus Security Act. 
Many of the changes recommended in the manual are housecleaning. 
For example, in 1988 the unit's name was changed from the Office of Safety and 
Security to the Office of Public Safety. All unit references in the proposed amended 
manual to the unit and officers reflect the name change. Changes have also been 
made to clarify existing language where necessary. New language is noted by 
shading; strikeouts note text deletion. Major changes in the Policv Manual are outlined 
as follows: 
a Section I. Mission statement has been added. The mission statement 
establishes that the Office of Public Safety shall develop and implement 
procedures to comply with the Student Right to Know and Campus 
Security Act of 1990. 
a Section II, Chapter 2. KRS.020 was changed to permit the 
carrying of a weapon in a vehicle glove compartment 
without violating the concealed weapon's laws. 
a Section Ill, Chapter 1. The Jurisdictional Agreement with 
the Rowan County Sheriff approved by the Board of 
Regents on May 9, 1990 is now included in the manual. 
a Section Ill, Chapter 1. Empowers Public Safety officers to serve all civil 
processes at the request of properly empowered court officials. 
Amend Office of Public Safety Policy Manual 
Page 2 
Section IV, Chapter 1, 4: 1.1. Pre-employment drug 
screening would be required. 
Section IV, Chapter 1, 4:1.4. Precludes the arming of 
probationary employees unless specifically approved in 
writing by the President. 
Section IV, Chapter 3, 4:3.2. Item 18. Authorizes officers to 
carry semi-automatic weapons up to and including the 
10 mm while on duty. The change is recommended due to 
the nature of weapons MSU officers are encountering as 
part of their normal duties. The Morehead City Police and 
Kentucky State Police have recently moved to permit the 
carrying of 10mm weapons. Weapons training and 
continuing education is primarily on automatic weapons. 
Section IV, Chapter 5, 4:5.3. Authorizes officers on duty in 
civilian clothes (normally the manager and investigator) to 
carry the short barrel, more compact firearms that they 
would normally carry when off duty. Qualification with that 
weapon consistent with duty firearm qualification is 
required. 
Section IV, Chapter 5, 4:5.6. (d). Requires that a written 
report be made whenever an officer draws a firearm in the 
performance of duty. 
Section V, Chapter 2, 5:2.2. (4). Authorizes random drug 
testing of unit officers and employees and authorizes 
dismissal from employment for refusal or positive results. 
Section V, Chapter 3, 5:3.4. Authorizes the manager of 
Public Safety to develop regulations governing the use of 
Public Safety vehicles. 
Section V, Chapter 10. Establishes an internal affairs 
investigative function. 
Recommended for deletion from the Policv Manual are former Chapters 
7, 9 and 10 in reference to emergency situations, crime prevention, securing university 
facilities and reports. Crime prevention and facility security is being addressed in the 
policy provisions of the following agenda item related to the Student Right to Know 
and Campus Security Act of 1990. Procedures related to each, including emergency 
response guidelines, will be incorporated as unit operational regulations. 
Amend Office of Public Safety Policy Manual 
Page 3 
The Of f i ce  is distributed to each officer 
and employee of the unit and can be amended only by approval of the Board of 
Regents. Personnel related policies in the manual are generally consistent with the 
University's Personnel Policv Manual but in some cases may be more restrictive due 
to the nature of the office's function. In those cases where the policies are more 
restrictive, the Office of Public Safety Policv Manual takes precedent. The Policv 
Manual has been reviewed by University legal counsel. 
Recommendation 
That the Board of Regents amend the Office of Public Safety Policy 
Manual. 
April 17, 1992 
v-C-4 
I APPROVE POLICIESREIATING TO THE 
CRIME AWARENESS AND CAMPUS SECURITY ACT OF 1990 
(TITLE I1 OF PUBLIC IAW 101-542) 
Backuround 
The Student Riaht to Know and Campus Security Act was signed into law 
on November 8, 1990 becoming Public Law 101-542. This legislation consists of two 
distinct sections requiring institutions of higher education to disclose for public review 
a defined body of information. Title I of the Act, entitled, Student Riaht-to-Know, 
relates to disclosure of various academic and athletic policies relative to graduation 
rates and academic performance. Title II of the Act entitled Crime Awareness and 
Campus Security Act of 1990 relates to crime awareness and the development of 
institutional policies dealing with campus security. This agenda item and the policies 
offered deal only with the provisions outlined in Title II of the Act. 
As a result of the Act, the University will be required to provide published 
notice of institutional policies and/or procedures on a variety of elements relating to 
campus security, alcohol and drug programs. Beginning September 1, 1992, 
information relating to certain provisions of the policies must be distributed to faculty, 
staff and students, in addition to being available, upon request, to each prospective 
student or employee. The Act also requires a published summary of specific crime 
statistics to include: murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, motor vehicle 
thefts, liquor law violations, drug abuse violations, and weapons possessions. 
Analvsis 
The University currently meets the majority of the requirements outlined 
in the Crime Awareness and Camous Security Act of 1990, through existing policies 
and/or procedures established within various campus administrative units. Where 
currently only procedures exist, it is now necessary for the Board of Regents to 
formally move to enact "policy", to bring the University into full compliance with the 
terms of the Act. The Policy Statements Relating to Crime Awareness and 
Campus Security Act of 1990 in the attachment will enable the University to meet the 
specific requirements of the Act. The policy statements cover the essential elements 
and allow the administration the necessary operational latitude to initiate and refine 
specific implementation procedures and strategies. 
As noted above, some University policies and procedures now a 
requirement of the Act have heretofore been approved by the Board. For example, 
policies related to drug and alcohol use have been approved as University Personnel 
Policy PG-47. Statements concerning drugs and alcohol, also appear in the official 
student handbook, The Ea&. Other policies are incorporated in the Office of Public 
Safetv's. These specific documents are referenced where they shall 
continue to provide the basis for meeting the policies required. 
The STANS Hentitied under each pdicy slatamen? is for Board 
infomratromratron on& a d is not intended as a part d the @icy slat- The 
Stabs slatements are ihttmded to provide additional background 
infomratrbn rdated to the development d each pdicy. 
University Legal Counsel has reviewed the Policy Statements. 
Recommendation 
That the Morehead State University Board of Regents adopt the Policv 
Statements Relatina to Crime Awareness and Cam~us Security Act of 1990 (Title II of 
Public Law 101-542)' as attached and direct the appropriate offices to develop the 
specific implementation procedures and strategies for incorporation into the 
University's operational plan, and provide a copy of the appropriate University 
documents to the Board of Regents by September 1, 1992. 
Attachments 
Approved: 
Revision Date: 
POLICY STATEMENT RELATING TO CRIME AWARENESS AND CAMPUS 
SECURITY ACT OF 1990 (TITLE II OF PUBLIC LAW 101-542) 
Related To: 
CAMPUS LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIME REPORTING 
The University shall operate an Office of Public Safety 
(MSU Campus Police), as provided under the provisions of 
KRS 164.050 - KRS 164.980. The Board of Regents shall 
adopt a comprehensive Policy Manual for the Office of 
Public Safety, which shall define: 1) the qualifications 
of its officers, 2 ) the initial training requirements 
for new officers, 3) the on-going professional 
development requirements of its officers, 4) the 
enforcement power of its officers, and 5) the 
relationship of the Office of Public Safety with other 
law enforcement agencies. 
The Office of Public Safety shall establish procedures 
for the reporting and response to crimes. The 
procedures shall include a means of timely notification 
of faculty, staff and students for crimes of personal 
violence, when the perpetrator(s) remain at large and 
pose a potential threat to the campus community. 
The Office of Public Safety shall maintain and forward, 
as appropriate, the institution's crime statistics as 
outlined within the provisions of the Crime Awareness 
and Campus Security Act of 1990 (Title I1 of Public Law 
1010542) . 
The Office of Public Safety shall obtain from the local 
police agencies serving each MSU off-campus location the 
crime statistics required under Section 204 "(F) of the 
Crime Awareness and Campus Securitv Act of 1990. Crime 
statistics related to each off-campus location shall be 
reported, as required in appropriate MSU publications. 
STATUS.: The Campus Law Enforcamant cam- d 
this requirement is addressed within the Office d PuWic 
Safety's Policv Manual as recammended far amendment 
to the Board of Regents at the April 17, 1992 special 
meeting. 
A campus Crime Alert procedum is in place far the 
notification of the campus in the everrt d potential 
erg>osure to violent crime. The Crime Alert release is 
h i n a t e d  by the Offices of PuWic Safety and Medie 
Relations. 
The Office d Public Safety (MSU Pdice) has been 
gathering and disseminating criminal s t d k t h  for i M  
rnkw and submiss~~an to the Kenducky SEede Pdice for 
their ihclusion in the Federal Bureau d I . * g a t r g a t r ~  
Unifm Cnine Repotting System, since 1986. MSU is 
me d 352 i l lSt i tUt iq out of over 8000 post secondary 
ilzsfjtutions, wfiich Vduntarily pmvkied cncnme slzltrslzltrsbsbcs 
dited)t thmugh the Unifm Cnine Report af the Federal 
Bureau d Investigations prior to the reporting quiremant 
of the Crime Awareness and Cam~us Securirv Act d 
1990, -
Approved: 
Revision Date: 
POLICY STATEMENT RELATING TO CRIME AWARENESS AND CAMPUS 
SECURITY ACT OF 1990 (TITLE I1 OF PUBLIC LAW 101-542) 
Related to: 
FACILITY ACCESS AND SECURITY 
Major University facilities shall have defined hours of 
operation. The Office of Public Safety shall outline, 
disseminate, implement and monitor procedures for 
securing and controlling after hours utilization of 
major academic and administrative facilities . The 
Off ice of Student Housing shall outline, disseminate, 
implement and monitor procedures for securing and 
controlling after hours utilization of student residence 
facilities. 
The University8-s facility security plan shall include a 
systematic and routine check of facility maintenance 
needs relating to personal security. The University 
shall establish maintenance procedures which shall 
provide for a priority response to repairs required, 
within residence halls, to abate any deficient security 
condition which could pose a threat to the resident's 
personal security or well being. 
STAWS: Sbdent residence hall securily pdicies are 
c u m  outtined in The EAGLE A Univemity procedure 
is c u m  inplace regarding access to malwor academic 
and administrative facilities. -or sewrily d all 
facilities is checked nightly by dficers or employees d 
the Office of Public Safety. An ongoing inspectian arrd 
evaluation of safety and security checks is in place. 
Facility secutity deficiencies affecbecbng persanal safety 
receive priority maintenance attentr*an. 
Approved: 
Revision Date: 
POLICY STATEMENT RELATING TO CRIME AWARENESS AND CAMPUS 
SECURITY ACT OF 1990 (TITLE II OF PUBLIC LAW 101-542) 
Related to: 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
Morehead State University shall prohibit the possession, 
sale, or consumption of alcohol and drugs on University 
owned and controlled property. The University shall 
enforce all applicable laws dealing with the possession, 
use, or sale of such contraband upon University owned or 
controlled property. 
Appropriate institutional resources and programs shall 
be directedtowards the counseling and rehabilitation of 
individuals requiring alcohol and drug counseling. 
STANS: The Univemity publishes the fdlow~~ng in 
Eaale and other appropnappropnate ublicaficafi~ No -ant ar 
visiror shall have in his or her possessr*an ar conslune 
alcoholic beverages in a rw'dence hall ar exh~Wtdrunken 
behavior in a residence hall- The use, possessrpossessran, 
transfer, cw selling d drug pmphmlk mrurIuana, or 
any other legally cOlntrdIed substance an univarSiiy 
property, including reddence halls is pmhibited- lb 
statement was approved in 1990 by the Board of Regents 
upon adoption d the Student Condud Code- 
MSU Personnel Pdicv PG47, Drug and Alcohd Free 
Workplace, outlines the program d campliimce direded 
towards making MSU a 'Drug and AlcOhd Free 
Wmlace. ' 
The Office d Student We m*n&ln&lns a discipline mTeMew 
and a cowlseling program which p W e s  -'ate 
refed and response to the counseling needs d 
sbdents. Facuhy or SM in need d these seivices are 
refened to a community agency- 
Approved: 
Revision Date: 
POLICY STATEMENT RELATING TO CRIME AWARENESS AND CAMPUS 
SECURITY ACT OF 1990 (TITLE ll OF PUBLIC LAW 101-542) 
Related to: 
CRIME PREVENTION AND SECURITY AWARENESS 
The Qf f ice of Public Safety and the Off ice of Student 
Life shall develop crime prevention and security 
awareness programming, These programs shall be 
established to heighten individual awareness and 
stimulate general crime prevention and security 
awareness. The delivery of these programs shall be in 
accordance with a timely schedule, to be developed by 
the appropriate Vice President, The initial delivery of 
the student programs shall be conducted within the first 
two weeks of each fall semester and shall be presented 
in appropriate student convocations and residence hall 
meetings, Topics shall be a part of the general crime 
prevention and security awareness programming which 
shall continue throughout the year. Crime prevention 
and security awareness programming shall also be a 
standard part of new employee orientations, 
STANsr Limited programming dealing with twcs 
dated to c h e  prevention and security awareness 
muiindy occur as a part of the Office of Public Safety and 
the Division of W e n t  Life's ongoing program delivery. 
A more comprehensive formal program pwlfolio, covenkg 
specific topics W i n  crime prevenbDon and security 
awareness is being identified and developed. 
Addiiionally, an annual calendar of program delivery is 
being revrevrewed to assure a more cxmsiw= level of 
awareness is mWn&rned throughout the schooi year. 
April 17, 1992 
VI-B-1 
FINAL REPORT ON SPRING ENROLLMENT, 1992 
Background 
Head-count enrollment for the spring semester has continued to increase 
since the 1987-88 academic year. The head-count enrollment for the 1992 Spring term 
has risen to 8,339 and represents a modest increase over last spring's enrollment and a 
44.2 percent increase in spring enrollment over the past six years. The number of full- 
time equivalent students and student credit-hour production has also increased slightly 
for the spring term. 
HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT 
Spring 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY 
Spring 
CREDIT-HOUR PRODUCTION 
Spring 
% Increase 
- 
8.8 
13.6 
6.2 
8.1 
1.0 
% Increase 
- 
11.3 
14.3 
7.8 
7.5 
.8 
% Increase 
- 
11.6 
14.9 
7.9 
7.76 
.7 
April 17, 1992 
VII-C 
APPROVE FEE SCHEDULE 1992-93 
Backaround 
KRS Section 164 empowers the Council on Higher Education to establish tuition 
rates for public institutions in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and further stipulates that 
the Board of Regents of each institution establish incidental fees necessary to the 
operation of each institution. Accordingly, a comprehensive review of university fees is 
conducted annually, and recommendations are presented to the Board for approval. 
Analvsis 
The recommended Fee Schedule includes the tuition rates established by the 
Council on Higher Education for 1992-93 and also lists recommended rates for other 
incidental fees that must be established by the Board of Regents. 
Major fees and recommendations in the Fee Schedule can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. TUITION 
A $20 increase in the full-time tuition rate for in-state students and a $60 
increase for out-of-state students has been established by the Council on 
Higher Education. These increases were established in November 1991. 
2. STUDENT ACTIVITY AND SERVICES FEE 
An increase of $30 per semester in the student activity and services fee is 
recommended, raising this fee from $60 to $90 per semester. The student 
activity and services fee is presented in the fee schedule as part of tuition 
and fees. 
If the Council on Higher Education should further increase 1992-93 tuition 
rates, it is the University's recommendation that the proposed student 
activity and services fee increase be reevaluated. 
3. RESIDENCE HALL RENTALS 
No increases are proposed for residence halls currently in operation. 
Monthly rates ranging from $390 to $585 per month are proposed for the 
newly-renovated Mays Hall Apartments, scheduled to open in 1992-93. 
4. COMPUTER FEE 
An increase in the computer fee of $10 per semester for only full-time 
students is proposed. An increase in the computer fee from the current $5 
to $10 for the summer term is also recommended. 
5. STUDENT HEALTH FEE 
No increase is proposed in the student health fee, currently established at 
$35 per semester for full-time students. 
6. ATHLETICS ADMISSION PRICES 
No increase is proposed in athletics admission prices. The establishment 
of rates for season reserved seats for faculty and staff for both football and . 
basketball, discounted by 20% from the rates charged the general public, 
is recommended. 
7. CHILD DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY 
The University is currently considering options as to how to best structure 
and operate the Child Development Laboratory. A proposed fee structure 
for the Child Development Laboratory will be presented to the Board for 
approval or ratification at a later date. 
8. GRADUATION FEE 
The establishment of a new $10 fee for all graduating students is 
recommended. 
9. PARKING FEES 
An increase of $10 per year is recommended for the vehicle registration fee 
for faculty and staff. No increase is recommended for the student rate. 
Rates as recommended would be $30 per year for students and $40 per 
year for faculty and staff. 
10. STUDENT FAMILY HOUSING 
No increases are proposed. 
11. FACULWSTAFF HOUSING 
Monthly increases of $15 per unit are proposed. 
12. GOLF COURSE FEES 
Membership fee increases ranging from $20 to $35 per membership are 
proposed, effective January 1,1993. No increases are proposed for greens 
fees, cart rentals, or club rentals. 
13. MEAL PLANS 
No increases are proposed for meal plans, which currently range from $505 
to $695 per semester. 
14. TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
The new telecommunications system, for which installation was completed 
in spring 1992, will allow students living in the residence halls to establish 
voice mail and access the university's computer systems. Access to the 
university's computers will be through a data interface instrument. It is 
recommended that a fee of $20 per semester be established for each of 
these optional services. 
15. FACILITIES RENTALS 
An increase of approximately 5% for all facilities rentals is proposed. 
16. CONFERENCE FEES 
The proposed fee schedule would authorize the President to establish a rate 
structure for individual events based on costs incurred by the University and 
other factors. 
All recommended fees for 1992-93 are to be effective beginning in the Fall 1992 
semester, unless stated othenwise in the Fee Schedule. 
Recommendation 
That the Board of Regents approve the recommended 1992-93 Fee Schedule. 
RECOMMENDED FEE SCHEDULE 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
EFFECTIVE FALL SEMESTER 1992 
FY 1991-92 FY 1992-93 
FULL-TIME8* PART-TIME & FULL-TIME8* PART-TIME & 
FALL & SPRING SUMMER TERM FALL & SPRING SUMMER TERM 
TUITION AND FEES * SEMESTERS PER CREDIT HR SEMESTERS PER CREDIT HR 
Resident 
Undergraduate $710 . $60 $760 $63 
Graduate $780 $87 $830 $92 
Non- Resident 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Tuition rate includes Student Activity and Services Fee of $90 for l992/93. $60 for l991/92. 
** Full-time rate applies to undergraduate students taking 12- 18 credit hours and graduate students taking 
9- 12 credit hours. Additional per credit hour fee as listed will be charged to undergraduate students enrolled 
for more than 18 credit hours and to graduate students enrolled for more than 15 credit hours. 
RESIDENCE HALL RENTALS 
Alumni Tower 
Butler Hall 
Cart me11 Hall 
Cooper Hall 
East Mignon Hall 
Fields Hall 
Mignon Tower 
Mignon Hall 
Nunn Hall 
Regents Hall 
Thompson Hall 
Waterfield Hall 
West Mignon Hall 
Wilson Hall 
Mays Hall Apartments 
WEEKLY 
$45.00 
$44.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$47.00 
$52.00 
$47.00 
$47.00 
$47.00 
$45.00 
$52.00 
$44.00 
$47.00 
$45.00 
- 
FY 1991 -92 
PER 
PER SUMMER 
SEMESTER 
$620.00 
$590.00 
$620.00 
$620.00 
$640.00 
$700.00 
$640.00 
$640.00 
$640.00 
$620.00 
$700.00 
$590.00 
$640.00 
$620.00 
- 
TERM 
$185.00 
$178.00 
$185.00 
$185.00 
$191.00 
$204.00 
$191.00 
$191.00 
$191.00 
$185.00 
$204.00 
$178.00 
$191.00 
$185.00 
- 
Rental rates as per above are established for standard occupancy. 
FY 1992-93 
PER 
PER SUMMER 
WEEKLY SEMESTER TERM 
$45.00 $620.00 $185.00 
$44.00 $590.00 $178.00 
$45.00 $620.00 $185.00 
$45.00 $620.00 $185.00 
$47.00 $640.00 $19 1.00 
$52.00 $700.00 $204.00 
$47.00 $640.00 $191.00 
$47.00 $640.00 $191.00 
$47.00 $640.00 $191.00 
$45.00 $620.00 $185.00 
$52.00 $700.00 $204.00 
$44.00 $590.00 $178.00 
$47.00 $640.00 $191.00 
$45.00 $620.00 $185.00 
1 Room Unit = $390 per month 
2 Room Unit = $490 per month 
3 Room Unit = $585 per month 
Private and semi-private occupancy (not applicable to Mays Hall Apartments): 
Private rooms and semi- private suites, subject to availability, are billed at 150% of the standard rate listed above. 
Private suites, subject to availability, are billed at 300% of the standard rate listed above. 
FY 1991-92 
COURSE AND RELATED FEES PER SEMESTER 
COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY 
Floral Design - A G R  3 17 
Nursing Program Testing Fee - NURB 350 
- NURB 351 
- NURB 450 
- NURB 253 
- NURB 360 
- NURA 101 
- NURA 102 
- NURA 204 
CO1,LEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Camera Rental Fee - Jour 285 
Historical Tours transportation fee - HIST 544 
Music 
Composition Recital 
Private lessons - per half hour per week per semester 
Recital fee, junior & senior (2 hrs) 
Recital fee, senior (3 hrs) & 
graduate (2 hrs) 
Instrument Rental Fee  
COLLEGE 01; EDUCATION & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Military Science Activity Fee 
OTHER FEES 
Computer Fee - Full-Time Student 
- Part-Time Student 
- Per Summer Term 
Correspondence Course Registration 
Deferred payment application fee 
- $1 - $1,000 
- Over $1,000 
Non - Payment fee 
Student Health Fee 
Summer term 
Per visit - part-time students 
Student Insurance 
Telecourse Regist rat ion Fee 
$27.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$17.00 
$5.00 
$10.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$32.00 
$10.00 
$54.00 
$75.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$75.00 
$1 1 .OO/$l6.OO 
$5.00 
$10.00 
$10.00 
$5.00 
- 
$25.00 
$50.00 
$75.00 
$35.00 
$6.00 
$5.00 
cost 
$15.00 
(plus tuition) 
FY 1992-93 
PER SEMESTER 
$20.00 
$10.00 
$10.00 
$15.00 
(plus tuition) 
cost 
$15.00 
(plus tuition) 
SALES AND SERVICES OF EDUC. ACTIVITIES 
Athletics Admission Prices 
Football - season reserved (5 home games) 
- season reserved facultylstaff 
- season box 
- gate reserved 
- gate general admission 
- gate general admission-child 12 & under 
Men's Basketball - season reserved 
- season reserved faculty/staff 
- gate reserved 
- gate general admission 
- gate general admission-child 12 & under 
Women's Basketball - general admission 
Athletics events parking 
- automobilelpassenger van 
- motor home 
Bowling 
Fee per game 
Shoe rental 
Career Placement - per package 
Change of schedule (voluntary) 
Child Development Laboratory 
- per semester 
Graduation Fee 
I.D. Card - with special events 
I.D. Card replacement 
$850.00 T o  Be 
Determined 
Late regist ration 
SA1,ES AND SERVICES OF EDUC. ACTIVITIES (CONTI 
Library 
Fines 
Overdue library item - per day 
Overdue reserve items - per hour 
Overdue recalled items - per day (maximum $20) 
Overdue library A V  equipment - per day 
IMPACT Center - copy 
- lamination 
Lost item charges 
Non- print 
Regular print minimum 
Serial Issue Minimum 
Serial Volumn Minimum 
Other library fees 
Graphics 
Locker rentals - per semester 
Microform reader- printer - per copy 
Online database searches 
Testing Fees (subject to  change by sponsoring agencies) 
ACT (residual) 
CLEP 
College of Education Graduation Exit Exam 
- O n  Campus 
- Off Campus 
CTBS - Initial 
- Retest 
Depart mental Proficiency 
GED 
Guidance and Counseling Exam - on campus 
- off campus 
Miller Analogies 
Nelson - Denny Reading Exam 
Strong- Campbell Interest Inventory 
Thesis binding - per copy 
Transcripts 
University Farm 
Equestrian breeding fees 
board fees - per day 
Stable rentals per month - student 
- full service 
- partial service 
FY 1991 -92 
$0.20 
$0.20 
$1 .OO 
$2.00 
$0.10 
$0.39 - $1.88 
cost 
$40.00 
$5.00 
$50.00 
$0.40 - $2.50 
$4.00 
$0.20 
cost 
$16.00 
$40.00 
$10.00 
$18.00 
$7.00 
$3.00 
$40.00 
$10.00 
$10.00 
$18.00 
$35.00 
$7.00 
$6.00 
cost 
$2.00 
cost 
$50.00 
$7.00 
$70.00 
$0.40 - $2.50 
$4.00 
$0.20 
cost 
cost 
OTHER CHARGES 
Air conditioner installation 
Blueprint fee 
Coin operated copiers - per copy 
Communications repair services 
Audio - per hour 
Video - per hour 
Key replacement fee 
Lock change - residence hall 
Physical education - (optional) 
1 - .ui'orm,towel& lock 
Women - towel & lock 
(includes refundable deposit of $2.00) 
Post Office box rental - per semester 
Service charge - returned checks 
Shuttle bus rental 
Special lab tests - health center 
Student teaching physical exam 
Tour bus rental 
University Tent - per day 
FY 1991 -92 
$30.00 
$2.40 
$0.10 
$14.20 
$17.80 
$30.00 
$21.50 
$6.00 
$6.00 
$2.00 
$15.00 
$1.35/mile or  
$18.00/hour 
cost 
$16.00 
$1 .5O/mile or 
$19.50/hour 
$160.00 
$2.00 
$20.00 
$1.95/mile or  
$2 l.OO/hour 
cost 
$16.00 
$2.10/mile or  
$23.00/hour 
OTHER CHARGES (CONTI 
TV Productions 
Dubbing fees - per hour 
- video to  video 
Editing - per hour 
ENG.- EFP. Package - per hour 
- director/operator 
- audio 
Studio fees - per hour 
- one camera 
- two cameras 
- three cameras 
- four cameras 
Vehicle Registration Fee & Fines 
Parking Fees 
Faculty and staff - per year 
Student - per year 
Student, June - August 
Student, January - August 
Traffic Fines 
Fraudulent Registration 
Handicapped parking space violations 
Violations - non- registered vehicles 
Penalties after end of semester 
- $10 - $49 balance 
- $SO+ balance 
Violations - registered vehicles 
- after 1 weeks (after 2 weeks 1991/92) 
Towing Fee 
- impound fee per day 
Water analysis 
Total Coliform 
- Public 
- Private 
Fecal 
- Coliform 
- Wastewater 
Water - per 100 gallons 
$10.00 
$25.00 
$5.00 
$10.00 
Per contract cost 
+ $5 Admin Fee 
$3 .OO 
$10.00 
$25.00 
$5.00 
$10.00 
Per contract cost 
+ $10 Admin Fee 
$3 .OO 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 
STUDENT FAMILY HOUSING (EFFECTIVE JULY 1) 
Apartments - one bedroom 
- with air conditioning 
Gilley Apartments (1) 
Lakewood Terrace - 2 bedroom (1) 
- 3 bedroom (1) 
Studio Apartment 
Ward Oates Duplexes (1) 
FACULTYISTAFF HOUSING (EFFECTIVE JULY 1)  
514 N. Wilson Avenue (1) 
ADUC Apartment 
Gillev Apartments (1) 
La,. -T- ! errace - 2 bedroom (1) 
- 3 bedroom (1) 
McClure Circle and N. Wilson Avenue (1) 
Ward Oates Duplexes (1) 
Housing/Room Deposits 
FacultyIStaff Housing 
FacultyIStaff Hsg - pet damage deposit 
Residence Halls 
Student Family Housing 
Derrickson Agricultural Complex - 
Student Room Rentals - per semester 
FY 1991 -92 FY 1992-93 
PER MONTH PER MONTH 
$3 15.00 $3 15.00 
(plus work 
assignment) 
(1) Rate does not include utilities 
(2) Rate includes Cable TV 
OTHER AUXILIARY SERVICES 
Golf Course Fees (1) 
Cart-9 holes(non- members add $1 for wkends) 
- 18 holes(non- members add $1 for wkends) 
Single Rider -9 holes(non- mem add $1 wkends) 
- 18 holes(non- members add $1 for wkends) 
Club rentals 
Greens Fee-student(add $2 for wkends & holiday) 
FaclStaff (Add $3 for wkends & holidays) 
others (add $2 for weekends & holidays) 
Membership- facultylstaff single 
- faculty/staff family 
-others single 
-others family 
-students 
(1) Golf course fees are per calendar year. 
Guest Room Rentals- per person per night 
University Center 
Residence Halls 
Laundry 
Wash - per cycle 
Dry - per cycle 
Meal Plans- per semester 
19 Meal Plan 
15 Meal Plan 
10 Meal Plan 
(lost card replacement) 
Resale prices for the University Store, Concessions, soft drink vending, etc., will be established as appropriate. 
Telecommunications Services (optional) 
Voice Mail Box - per semester 
- per month 
Asynchronous Data Interface (ADI) - per semester 
- per month 
AD1 Refundable Deposit 
FY 1991 -92 RENTAL FEES 
FACILITIES RENTALS COMMERCIAL NON-PROFIT 
Academic - Athletic Center 
- per day 
ADUC Meeting Rooms 
Crager - per 4 hours 
- per day 
Commonwealth,Gold, Eagle Dining 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Eagle Meeting - per 4 hours 
East A & B - per 4 hours 
- per day 
Riggle - per 4 hours 
- per day 
Alumni Center 
- per 4 hrs (after 4:30 p.m. 
weekdays) 
- per day (Sat. or  Sun. Only) 
Ashland Area Extended Campus 
Center Meeting Room 
Big Sandy Extended Campus Center 
Meeting Room - Prestonsburg 
Bowling Lanes per hour 
Breckinridge Auditorium 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Button Auditorium 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
- audio control system/hour 
- lighting control system/hour 
Button Drill Room 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Duncan Recital Hall 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Fulbright Auditorium (Baird 117) 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
FY 1992-93 RENTAL FEES 
COMMERCIAL NON-PROFIT 
$62 1 .OO 
FY 1991 -92 RENTAL FEES 
FACILITIES RENTALS (CONTl COMMERCIAL NON-PROFIT 
Golf Course 
- weekday - morning $296.00 $148.00 
- afternoon $414.00 $207.00 
- all day $946.00 $473 .OO 
- SaturdayISunday - morning $1,182.00 $591.00 
- afternoon $1,478.00 $739.00 
- all day $2,364.00 $1,182.00 
- total weekend $3,548.00 $1,774.00 
Jayne Stadium 
- per day 
Kibbey Theatre 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Licking Valley Extended Campus $54.00 $27.00 
Center Meeting Room - West Liberty 
Laughlin Health Building 
- Per day 
- Dance Studio per hour 
- Gym North per hour 
- Gym South per hour 
- Weight Room per hour 
- Wrestling Room per hour 
McClure Pool 
- per hour, includes 
minimum of 2 guards 
Reed Auditorium (Room 419) 
- per 4 hours 
- per day 
Richardson Arena 
- per day 
Wetherby Gymnasium 
- per day 
FY 1992-93 RENTAL FEES 
COMMERCIAL NON-PROF1 
FACILITIES RENTALS f CONT\ 
OVERTIME COMPENSATION SCHEDULE FOR FACILITIES RENTALS 
fwcekends and after 4 nm. weekdays) 
Carpenter 
Custodian 
Electrician 
Media Technician 
Mover 
Public Safety Officer 
Traffic Control Officer 
CONFERENCE FEES 
Conference Housing - per day 
Campus sponsored - standard rate 
External groups - standard rate 
Private accommodations 
Suite 
Room 
Semi Private Suite 
Facilities usage fee - per person 
(Activities exceeding 36 hours of duration) 
Linen fee - per conference 
September 1991- September 1992- 
August 1992 August 1993 
Conference meal rates will be recommended by contractor and approved by University. 
The scheduling pafty will be billed for activities requiring a special cleanup. 
Conference fees are established by the President. 
OTHER EVENTS 
Fees for continuing education activities and other university-sponsored events are established 
by the President. 
REFUND POLICY 
Tuition, housing, and course fees may be refunded to students who withdraw 
during certain time periods following the start of each term. All other fees 
are not refundable. Refund periods and amounts are as follows: 
Fall and Spring Semesters Refund P e r c e n t a ~ e s  
First five days of classes 
Next ten days of classes 
Next five days of classes 
No refunds are given after 
the first twenty days of classes. 
Summer Terms Refund Percentages 
First two days of classes 
Next four days of classes 
Next two days of classes 
No refunds are given after 
the first eight days of classes. 
MEAL PLANS 
Meal plans are refunded on a pro-rated weekly basis through 
mid - term. Meal plans are not refundable after mid - term. 
REVISIONS OF FEE SCHEDULE 
Fees presented on the Recommended Fee Schedule, other than the 
tuition rates established by the Council on Higher Education, 
are subject to revision by the President upon approval or ratification by the 
Board of Regents. 
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CODE OF ETHICS 
Morehead State University Public 
is to serve mankind; to 
safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against 
deception, the weak against oppression or intimidation,and the 
peaceful against violence or disorder; and to respect the 
constitutional rights of all men to liberty, equality, and justice. 
.................................... 
* gac,&,$off will keep ayi h$& or hex: private life unsullied as an ............. ............... ........................................................ : : : : 
........................................................................ exdmpr'et l; maintain coiik ageous ....calm in the face of danger, 
scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly 
mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in thought and deed in both personal and official life, * @&~1) Off$CRT will be loyal to 
: ..... :.: .,.>..;.. :.: ...:..; $$$.: . .: ..... ;: ..... ::: ..... ::.:.:::.:.: .......... :: 
.......................................... 
the Office of Public Safety and its officers, ............................................................. ""e'xemplary in obeying 
the laws of the land and- Boezd 
....................................................................................................................................................................... dUTea md of ary sg~F~  .Wh&..=;j-es 
................................................. 
............................................................... :::::: ............................ :::: ..................... ::::A ............................................. .................... 
........... ......................................................................................................................................................... 
~ $ & & ~ ~  or ;ward of a conf idential"nature or that is confided 
,.:.....  *' '.. .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.j,.A::.:.:.:.:?: ..... 
.............................................. in ay. an official capacity will be kept ever secret unless 
revelati& is necessary in the performance of ayi duty. 
.............................................. 
~ c h ~ Q f f ~ ~ ~  will never act officiously or permit personal 
................... . . ............................... :: : : :  : .. .. .. eefrKGg,pi-=jvGdiCeS, animosities, or friendships to influence 
..................................... 
Q decisions. with no compromise for crime and with 
............. :+:.:+:. ...... t:::::::: ........... 
.................................................................................... 
................................. relentless prosecution of criminals, * will enforce 
............................... :A:::: .................................................... the law courteously and appropriately wit h6G f&&.=6... aver, malice 
or ill will, never employing unnecessary force or violence, and 
never accepting gratuities. ' 
&f ,$-:$$fw%g. recognize the badge of the Off ice of public 
.......................................................................................... :.:.:.:.:.: ............................. 
........................................................ ................................................................ 
........................................... as a symbor of public faith, 
and 3 aa&h$&&lj& accept it as 
............................. :.:.:.:.. .,.: ....................... 
a public trust to hold 
ethics ac eve of these th obi service. ectives an.d r . ~ . . r ~ , d g d  icatina 
MANUAL 
CHAPTER AND SECTION DEBIONATION. Each chapter, section, 
and subsection shall be designated by title and Arabic 
numerals. All numbering breakdowns shall be arranged 
according to a decimal sequence. 
FLEXIBILITY OF SYSTEM. This system shall provide a 
simple and quick method of referral to material in this 
manual. This format has been designed to make specific 
reference to particular sections or subsections possible 
and to facilitate expansion and revision of the contents. 
RIGHT TO AMEND OR REVOKE. The right to amend, add to, or 
revoke any of these authorized regulations is reserved to 
8 
=I =f 2-
Board of 
Regents. 
PREVIOUS ORDERS. All rules, regulations, procedures, and 
orders issued prior to the Board of Regents approval of 
this revised manual that are, contrary to those embodied 
in this manual, are hereby revoked. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MANUAL. One copy of the regulations 
manual shall be distributed to each employee of the 
Off ice of Public Safety. Also, one shall be posted in 
the Office of Public Safety. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
....................................... 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE. All atemeets oifkerst and 
.............................. shal l" be"""""" 
employees who are assigned a manual 
responsible for its maintenance and care. All manuals 
shall be kept current, and supplementary pages concerning 
additions, revisions, or amendments shall be promptly 
and properly inserted. 
FIUIILIARISATION~ Each sworn Public Safety officer and 
each civilian employee assigned a manual is duty bound 
to thoroughly familiarize himself with the provisions of 
the manual. Failure to comply shall be considered 
neglect of duty. 
IGNORANCE OF CONTENTS OF MANUAL. In the event nealect of 
........................................................ ...~.....~.~.................. ,.> s..  
duty is charged against it ha wteabe~ . .af&&&&~~ar z**,,'u 
........................... ..................................... 
.............................................................. :emp %voleit ....... ....the"......"....... .. ....... ..... ................................... ::.::: " . " " ... . 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .. :.:.:.:.:.:.:...:.. . ..:::::.::::: .... :. for failure to """"observe rules and 
&gu~ati'ons, off ice procedures or orders, ignorance of 
any provision of this manual, or any office procedure or 
order will not be accepted as an excuse. 

LAWFUL ORDER. Any written or oral directive issued by a 
superior officer to any subordinate or group of 
subordinates in the course of GaQety =&-seewr,,y ;+ irnjbll'&, 
.:. ...................... ............................. in violation of any .... ... saw, S a E w  .................... duty which is not 
ordinance, or any University or off ice policy, procedure, 
or general order. 
MAY/BHOULDo As used herein words MAY and SHOULD shall 
mean that the action indicated is permitted. 
MEMORANDA. Information bulletins which are primarily 
designed to inform and secondarily to direct issues to 
the office level. Such memoranda are not official orders 
but express the thinking of the issuing authority on the 
subject under consideration. 
MILITARY LEAVE. The period of time during which an 
officer is excused from duty by reason of serving the 
armed forces of the United States in an active capacity 
as provided by University policy. 
NEGLECT OF DUTY. Failure to give suitable attention to 
the performance of duty. Examples include, but are not 
limited to: inefficiency; failure to take appropriate 
action on the occasion of a crime, disorder, or other act 
or condition deserving Off ice of Public Safety 
attention; absence without leave; failure to report to 
duty at the time and place designated; unnecessary 
absence from W assigned responsibilities during a 
tour of duty; failure to perform duties or comply with 
provisions prescribed in the Public Safety Manual; 
failure to conform to operating procedures. 
............. OFF DUTY. The status of an @fg&mr during the 
........................... period he is free from the performcln=w ?f specified 
duties; also may be known as rest period, day off, or 
annual leave. 
..::........................... i:.,.:.:.: .... ON DUTY. The status of an : Q ; ~ E ~ G : =  during the 
................:.. ...............................  period of the day when he is activeLy =figaged in the 
performance of his duties. A Public Safety Officer is 
subject to recall to duty at all times, 

1:4.30 SUPERVISORY OFFICER. @ Officer 
assigned to a position requiring the exercise 
of immediate supervision over the activities 
of other aaemaeepe Of$&c,'# and employees 
.............................. . 
.............................. 
.............................. 
.............................. 
1:4.31 TENSE OF WORDS. The words used in the present tense 
include the future. 
1:4.32 TITLE. Used to designate an authorized position and 
shall be as nearly as possible descriptive of the duties. 
1:4.33 TRAINING BULLETIN. Published bulletins designed to 
keep officers abreast of current campus safety and 
security techniques and procedures. The bulletins and 
their presentation act as a continuous training program 
and as a stimulus for further study. 
1:4.34 UNIT. The Morehead State University Office of 
Public Safety. 
PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY MANUAL 
Subject: Kentucky Revised Statutes Section Number: I1 
Chapter Number: 1 
Approval Date: 
Revision Date: 
164.950 SAFETY AND SE'CURITY DEPARTMENTS AND OFFICERS AUTHORIZED. 
The governing board of each public institution of higher education 
is authorized to establish a safety and security department and 
appoint safety and security officers and other employees for the 
university, college, or other institution of public higher 
education for which it is responsible, to prescribe distinctive 
uniforms for the safety and security officers of #e said 
institution, and to designate and operate emergency vehicles. 
Safety and security officers so appointed shall take an appropriate 
oath of office, in the form and manner consistent with the 
constitution of Kentucky, and shall serve at the pleasure of the 
governing board. 
164,955 SAFETY AND SECURITY OFFICERS; POWERS AND DUTIES. 
Safety and security officers so appointed shall be peace 
officers and conservators of the peace. They shall have 
general police powers including the power to arrest without 
process, all persons who within their view commit any crime or 
misdemeanor. They shall possess all of the common law and 
statutory powers, privileges, and immunities of sheriffs, 
except that they shall be empowered to serve civil process to 
the extent authorized by the employing governing board of the 
respective institution employing them. Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, such safety and security officers 
are hereby authorized and empowered, and it shall be their 
duty : 
(a) To preserve the peace, maintain order and prevent 
unlawful use of force or violence or other unlawful 
conduct on the campuses of their respective institutions, 
and to protect all persons and property located thereon 
from injury, harm, and damaqe; 
off icers . Provided, however, that such safety and 
security officers shall exercise the powers herein 
granted ............. upon any real property owned or occupied by #e th*$.* respective 
................... 
...................................... institutions, including the streets 
passing through and adjacent thereto. Said powers may be 
exercised in any county of the Commonwealth where the 
institution owns, uses, or occupies property. Additional 
jurisdiction may be established by agreement with the 
chief of police of the municipality or sheriff of the 
county or the appropriate law enforcement agency 
in which such property is : .$.No* located, 6i 
. .+: ::.:..=. dependent upon . the . .... 
..................................................... <. ". ". .." ". j ur i sd ict ion invo lved 
, , , ,; :,, . ,. . ,,, , , ,,:~;s;#m<jse~tion $xT? 
............ ........................... ........................................................................... ............... ..............................................................................................................................................................  @$&,.$x f$&ormbt,&On #.. %urgsdf:c* J, a gramen * 
... 
.___ ............................ .........................
~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~...~. thr;it$@... covnoy SBjlEl:r:tEf ...........:.... ;.:. :. >....'............ .................... :.: ................................................................ 
... ..... 
..... 
.... ... 
.... . *::::::' 
....................................................................... ................................... 
. ............................... ......................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................. 
( 2 )  Safety and security officers may exercise their powers away 
from the locations described in subsection (1) of this section 
only upon the following conditions: 
When in hot pursuit of an actual or suspected violator of 
the law; or 
When authorized to do so pursuant to the agreement 
authorized by subsection (1) of this section; or 
When authorized to act by the chief of police of the city 
or county in which the institution's property is located; 
or 
When requested to act by the sheriff of the county in 
which the institution's property is located; or 
When requested to act by the director of state police; or 
When requested to act by the authorized delegates of 
those persons or agencies listed in (c), (d), or (e) 
above; or 
When requested to assist a state, county, or municipal 
police officer, sheriff, or other peace officer in the 
performance of his lawful duties; or 
When operating under an interlocal cooperation agreement 
pursuant to KRS Chapter 65. 
( 3 )  Safety and security officers appointed pursuant to KRS 164.950 
to 164.980 shall have, in addition to the other powers 
enumerated herein, the power to conduct investigations 
anywhere in this Commonwealth, provided such investigation 
relates to criminal offenses which occurred on property owned, 
leased, or controlled by the university. Where desirable and 
at the -discretion of : , :a8:$insii=i tUkI ... 
agencies of the federal government. 
(4) Safety and security departments created and operated by the 
governing boards of public institutions of higher education 
shall, for all purposes, be deemed public police departments 
and the sworn safety and security officers thereof are, for 
all purposes, deemed public police officers. 
(5) Nothing in KRS 164.950 to 164.980 shall be construed as a 
diminution or modification of the authority or responsibility 
of any city or county police department, the Kentucky state 
police, sheriff, constable, or other peace officer either on 
the property of an institution of higher education or 
otherwise. 
164.960. BAFETY AND BECURITY OFFICERB; QUALIFICATIONB. 
All persons appointed as safety and security officers pursuant to 
KRS 164.950 to 164.980 shall, at any time of their employment, be: 
(1) Not less than eighteen years of age; and 
(2) Comply with the requirements of KRS 61.300, other than the age 
requirement; and 
(3) Shall possess whatever other requirements as may be set by the 
governing board of the institution of public higher education 
which employs them. 
164,965.. SAFETY AND BECURITY OFFICERS; PROMOTION AND COMPENBATION. 
The governing board of each institution of public higher education 
may provide for the appointment of promotion to the ranks and 
grades and positions of the department such officers and civilians 
as are considered by the board to be necessary for the efficient 
administration of the department. Such officers and civilians 
shall receive such compensation as shall be fixed and paid by the 
board. 
161.970. BAFETY AND BECURITY OFFICERB; USE OF VEHICLES. 
Vehicles used for emergency purposes by the safety and 
security department of a public institution of higher 
education shall be considered as emergency vehicles and 
shall be equipped with blue lights and sirens and shall 
be operated in conformance with the requirements of KRS 
Chapter 189. 
Safety and security officers directly employed by the 
governing board of public institutions of higher education 
pursuant to KRS 164.950 to 164.980 shall have the rights 
accorded to peace officers in cities of the first four 
classes provided under KRS 527.020, providing the governing 
board of the public institution of higher education so 
authorized in writing. 
Safety and security departments of public institutions of 
higher education may install, maintain, and operate radio 
systems on police or other radio frequencies under licenses 
issued by the Federal Communications Commission, or its 
successor; KRS 432.570 to the contrary notwithstanding. 
( 4 )  Safety and security departments of public institutions of 
higher education shall comply with the requirements of the 
Kentucky Revised Statutes and the -t =F 2- jw*&&- &&in** with regard to reporting of criminal and other 
. ,  . 
.-...... .... ........................................ ................................................ 
...........,.... st;at'i'~tz~s .............. 
164,975, REGULATION OF THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL PROPERTY, 
The governing boards of public institutions of higher 
education, each having the power and authority to govern and 
control the method and purpose of use of property owned or 
occupied by their respective institution, including travel 
over such property, is each hereby confirmed in its authority 
to regulate the traffic and parking of motor vehicles, 
bicycles, or other vehicles as well as the traffic of 
pedestrians on, over, and across the streets, roads, paths, 
and grounds of real property owned, used or occupied by such 
institution. Such regulations applicable to traffic and 
parking may include, but not be limited to, the following 
provisions: 
(a) Provisions governing the registration, speed, operation, 
parking, and times, places, and manner of use of motor 
vehicles, bicycles, and other vehicles. 
(b) Provisions prescribing penalties for the violation of 
such regulations, which penalties may include the 
imposition of reasonable charges, the removing and 
impounding (at the expense of the violator) of vehicles 
which are operated or parked in violation of such 
regulations, and the denial of permission to operate 
vehicles on the property of such institution. 
(c) Provisions establishing reasonable charges and fees for 
the registration of vehicles and for the use of parking 
spaces of facilities owned or occupied by such 
institution. Provided, however, that nothing herein 
contained shall be deemed to limit or restrict the 
powers of any other governmental authority having 
jurisdiction over public streets, roads, alleys, or 
ways. 
Motor vehicle moving violations of regulations issued under 
this section shall be deemed violations of the appropriate 
equivalent sections of the motor vehicle laws of the 
Commonwealth and may be prosecuted in the courts having 
territorial jurisdiction over the physical location of the 
offense. 
164,980, IMPERSONATION OF SAFETY AND 8ECURITY OFFICER PROHIBITED. 
No person shall falsely represent himself to be a safety and 
security officer, agent, or employee of a safety and security 
department of a public institution of higher education and in 
such assumed character, arrest, detain, search, or question, 
in any manner the person or property of any person, nor shall any 
person without the authority of the governing board of the public 
institution of higher education wear its official uniform, 
insignia, badge, or identification of the department. 
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527.020. CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPON. 
A person is guilty of carrying a concealed weapon when he 
carries concealed a firearm or other deadly weapon on or about 
his person. 
Peace officers, when necessary for their protection in the 
discharge of their official duties; United States mail 
carriers when actually engaged in their duties; and agents and 
messengers of express companies, when necessary for their 
protection in the discharge of their official duties, may 
carry concealed weapons on or about their person. 
Policemen directly employed by state, county, city, or urban- 
county governments may carry concealed deadly weapons on or 
about their person at all times within the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky, when expressly authorized to do so by the government 
employing the officer. 
Carrying a concealed weapon is a Class A. misdemeanor unless 
the defendant has been previously convicted of a felony in 
which a deadly weapon was possessed, used, or displayed in 
which case it is a Class D felony. 
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PHYSICAL FORCE 
5 0 3 o 0 9 0 o  USE OF PHYSICAL FORCE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT, 
The use of physical force by a defendant upon another person 
is justifiable when the defendant, acting under official 
authority, is making or assisting in making an arrest, and 
he : 
(a) Believes that such force is necessary to effect the 
arrest; 
(b) Makes known the purpose of the arrest or believes that it 
is otherwise known or cannot reasonably be made known to 
the person to be arrested; and 
(c) Believes the arrest to be lawful. 
The use of deadly physical force by a defendant upon another 
person is justifiable under subsection (1) only when: 
(a) The defendant, in effecting the arrest, is authorized to 
to act as a peace officer; and 
(b) The arrest is for a felony involving the use or 
threatened use of physical force likely to cause death 
or serious physical injury; and 
(c) The defendant believes that the person to be arrested is 
likely to endanger human life unless apprehended without 
delay. 
The use of physical force, including deadly physical force, by 
a defendant upon another person is justifiable when the 
defendant is preventing the escape of an arrested person and 
when the force could justifiably have been used to effect the 
arrest under which the person is in custody, except that a 
guard or other person authorized to act as a peace officer is 
justified in using any force, including deadly force, which he 
believes to be necessary to prevent the escape of a person 
from jail, prison, or other institution for the detention of 
persons charged with or convicted of a crime. 
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The Morehead State University Office of Public Safety is a public 
safety and security department organized in accordance with KRS 
164.950-KRS 164.980. (See Section 2, chapter 1.) Its officers are 
public peace officers and conservators of the peace, serving at the 
pleasure of and appointed by the Morehead State University Board of 
Regents. 
In accordance with KRS 164.955, Morehead State University and 
security public safety officers have general police powers 
including the power to arrest, without process, all persons who 
within their view commit any crime or misdemeanor. The sworn 
officer possesses all of the common law and statutory powers, 
privileges and immunities of sheriffs, except that they are 
empowered to serve all civil process to the extent authorized by 
the Board of Regents of Morehead State University. 
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Morehead State 
University officers are hereby. specifically authorized and 
empowered as their duty to: 
1. Preserve the peace, maintain order, and prevent unlawful use 
of force or violence or other unlawful conduct on the campus 
and properties of Morehead State University and to protect or 
reduce the risks of all persons and property located therein 
from injury, harm, and damages. 
2 .  Enforce and assist the officials of Morehead State University 
in the enforcement of the lawful rules and regulations of the 
institution and to assist and cooperate with other law 
enforcement agencies and officers. 
3 .  Exercise the powers herein granted upon any real property owned 
or occupied by the institution, including the streets passing 
through and adjacent thereto. These powers may be exercised in 
any county of the Commonwealth where Morehead State University 
owns or occupies property. 
FURTHER, IN ACCORDANCE WITH KRS 164.955 (1) (b), additional jurisdiction By & haC established by an agreement,(See 
................. ............ .. ................ . :':'::'::: 
...... ......... 
attachment I) h = r ( t . ^ ~ ,  ts% ,..*...... 
1. When in hot pursuit of an actual or suspected violator of the 
law or, 
2 .  When requested to actby the Chief of Police of the City of 
Morehead, the Sheriff of Rowan County, the Kentucky State 
Police or their authorized representative, when in the opinion 
of the Morehead State University Manager of Public Safety or 
his authorized representative, the request to act is in 
response to an emergency. In the event Morehead State 
University public safety officers respond to an emergency, 
Morehead State University public safety officers are to serve 
primarily as backup to the requesting agency. 
4 .  When the Morehead State University Office of Public Safety is 
requested to assist a state, county, or city police officer, 
sheriff, or other peace officer in the performance of 
his/her duties, the requesting agency should limit Morehead 
State University involvement as much as possible without 
jeopardizing its officers. 
FURTHER, IN ACCORDANCE WITH KRS 164.950 to 164.980, Morehead State 
University public safety officers have the power to conduct 
investigations anywhere in the Commonwealth, provided such 
investigations relate to criminal offenses which have occurred on 
property owned, leased, or controlled by Morehead State University. 
When desirable, and at the direction of 
................................................................................................................... :a8 .#&..jar :& w ! E i a  Esatfe.iyg the off ice of public 
...... 
........................ :.:.:.:.: ............................................... :.:.:.:.:.:.: .,.,.: :*<:::. .. ...................... 7 : .  .................. .... z.................. 
............................. ." .......................... .......................... .......,. ............................. ..........*..........>=...........*................> Safetysmay coordinate said investigations with any law enforcement 
agency of the Commonwealth or agencies of the federal government. 
....................... 
Nothing h&ei$#$ sha 
.:. ................................. ......... 
or modification of the authority or 
county, state police department, or 
peace officer either on the property 
be construed as a diminution 
' any city, 
................... or 
:: i ....i.~.~.~.~.~ii ii..:  . univer ty
or otherwise. 
FURTHER, THIS AUTHORITY AND JURISDICTION will serve to guide the 
Morehead State University Office of Public Safety, its officers, 
and the external police agencies having jurisdiction on the campus 
of Morehead State University in the performance of their lawful 
duties. 
JURlSDlCTlONAL AGREEMENT 
Whereas, M.S.U. Public Safety Officers work special events at the M.S.U. Farm and 
respond to various calls to the M.S.U. Farm located on KY 377 in Rowan County, 
Kentucky. 
Whereas, M.S.U. Public Safety Officers provide money escorts for M.S.U.3 Business 
Services to banks in Morehead, Kentucky. 
Whereas, M.S.U. Public Safety Officers patrol and respond to various calls to the 
M.S.U. Golf Course located on US 60 in Rowan County, Kentucky. 
Whereas, some offenses that occur on M.S.U.'s campus take Public Safety Officers 
off campus in investigating these cases. 
- 
Whereas, Section 164.955 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes reads as follows: 
1. Safety and Securv Officers so appointed shall be 
peace and conservators of the peace. They shall have 
general police powers including the power to arrest, 
without process, all persons who within their view 
commit any crime or misdemeanor. They shall 
possess all of the common law and statutory powers, 
privileges, and immunities of sheriff, except that they 
shall be empowered to serve civil process to the extent 
authorize by the employing governing board of the 
respective institution employing them. Without limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, such Safety and 
Securv Officers are hereby specifically authorized and 
empowered, and it shall be their duty: 
a) To preserve the peace, maintain order and prevent 
unlawful use of force or violence or other unlawful 
conduct on the campuses of their respective 
institutions, and to protect all persons and properly 
located thereon from injury, harm and change. 
b) To enforce, and to assist the officials of their 
respective institutions in the enforcement of, the lawful 
rules and regulations of said institution, and to assist 
and cooperate with other law enforcement agencies 
and officers. Provided, however, that such Safety and 
Secunty Officers shall exercise the powers herein 
granted upon any real property owned or occupied by 
Attachment I 
their respective institutions, including streets passing 
through and adjacent thereto. Said powen may be 
exercised in any county of the Commonweakh where 
the institution owns, uses, or occupies property. 
Additional jurisdiction may be established by 
agreement with the Chief of Police of the municipality 
or Sheriff of the County or the appropriate law 
enforcement agency in which such property is located, 
dependent upon the jurisdiction involved. 
Therefore, in accordance with the aforementioned section, it is agreed that jurisdiction 
is established coterminous with the county lines of Rowan County, Kentucky, for all 
sworn officers of the Office of Public Safety, Morehead State University. This 
jurisdiction is established by agreement between the Rowan County Sheriff and 
Morehead State University of Public Safety. This agreement authorizes exercise 
of peace officer powers incident to but not restricted to just the reasons mentioned in 
this agreement. 
JmCarter: Sh6riff Date ichard Green, Manager Date 
Howan County, Kentucky Office of Public safe* 
Morehead State University 
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER. Must be 21 
years of age; cr =E =-;. Y
* 
A 
L U b high school 
graduate; resident of Kentucky; proof of honorable 
discharge for veterans (classification for non-veterans); 
must be able to pass physical examination specified by 
the Office of Public Safety; must be able to complete a 
psychological examination; must have completed or be able 
to complete the police basic training academy provided 'by 
the Department of Criminal Justice Training. Knowledge 
of, or training for safety and security work in a 
................... 
university setting or related area is preferred. iPr4': . . . . .  
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................ ............... 
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............................................................................................................................................................................ 
OATH OF OFFICE. All new Public Safety officers, before 
their appointment to duty, shall be required to take 
oaths of office as required by law. 
CHARACTER INVESTIGATION. Each applicant shall have his 
background comprehensively investigated. Background 
investigations shall include school, credit, and 
criminal records; interviewing persons used as references 
and other persons in the applicant's community; and 
interviewing past and present employers. The interview 
may extend to other communities as well, if the applicant 
has lived elsewhere. Prior convictions, work habits, 
emotional stability, among other characteristics, s h w 3 &  b&9):&% be determined to ascertain whether the applicant is 
................... 
................................. 
sui'table. 
4rl.4 PROBATIONARY PERIOD Any sworn Public Safety Officer 
appointed to the Office of Public Safety will be on 
probation for =f an& I-- six (6) months 
before his/her employment is made permanent. If as a 
condition of permanent employment, completion of a bask 
training course is required by the Manager of Public 
Safety, the probationary period will extend 90 days from 
completion of the basic training course. Continuation in 
the office is dependent upon the conduct of the 
..................................... prabQt:ttiQrt.* 
. :. . 
..... r..: ......... : ...... :. .......... :..; and his fitness to perf arm his 
................................................................................ 
duties during thii".probationary period. At the end of the 
probationary period, the Manager of the Office of Public 
Safety, based upon personal observations and reports from 
supervisors and training officers and the completion of 
a Staff Performance Evaluation of the officer, shall 
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RANK ESTABLISHED. Rank in the Off ice of Public Safety 
shall descend in the following order: 
ORDER OF RANK, 4 
(1) In the absence of the n y  sf Sa-Sety 2& 
...................... 
In the absence of the ................... ............... Supervisor, the senior officer on duty will b . ~ i ~ c o m m a n d .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............................. 
In a situation where the Hanagttr of 
......................... 
........................... contdc t'e'd ...... .(to 
Public Safety should be make 
decisions or otherwise) but is not available, end 
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public safety and law enforcement activities to, from, 
and between public safety officers and other law 
enforcement agencies and the public by means of radio 
and telephone. Takes information and complaints from the 
public by telephone and in person and :.... initiates 
..................................................................... .................................... 
appropriate action. ~ ~ ~ 5 , ~  .................................................................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ ; ; j a m  8zanb mlii:+,+aLde ?..  
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.........................................................................................................................................................................  ...  nw~f i ;mryz  Directs ambulances, wreckers and 
............................... >, ........................... 
. ......................... . " " "  
................. .........".....I.... fire units to accident scenes, fire, or emergency 
locations. Completes appropriate reports on all 
information received. The communications dispatchers 
work under the supervision A of the Manager of Public 
....................................................................... 
Safety and/or a shift aruae*ksor :: 
......, ........ ................ .;:: ; :.g The work .. .. 
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TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTm The duties of the Traffic 
Control Specialist include the processing of motor 
vehicle registrations, traffic assessments, traffic 
appeals, maintaining financial records, and performing 
general secretarial duties. The Traffic Control 
Specialist shall receive all instructions not covered in 
...................... this manual from the Manaqer of Public Safetv. afwh 
SECRETARY TO THE MANAGER OF PUBLIC 82WETY. The duties of 
the Secretary to the Manager of Public Safety 
include: typing correspondence, reports, forms, and any 
other data as required; typing dictation; providing 
routine information and referring inquiries to the 
appropriate person; acting as receptionist, assists in 
the traffic office; scheduling appointments; assisting in 
budgetary controls; requisitioning office supplies and 
equipment; files correspondence; reporting expense 
documents and travel vouchers. The Secretary shall 
receive all instructions not covered in this manual from 
4 t 2 . 1 2  STUDENT CADET. The Student Cadet is a non-sworn, part- 
time employee under supervision of a sworn public safety 
officer. Student Cadet employment will give 
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GENERAL. The uniform and accessories are prescribed 
by the Office of Public Safety. Officers and other 
uniformed employees must insure that the uniform fits 
well and is cleaned and pressed, that leather is in good 
repair and that all brass is polished, and that items 
that are not authorized by these regulations are not 
worn. All mandatory items of uniform and equipment, as 
specified by this policy, with the exception of the duty 
firearm are provided by Morehead State University and 
remain the property of Morehead State University. 
POLICE OFFICERS UNIFORM, 
(1) HAT--Provided by the unit. 
WINTER--Navy blue, felt campaign style with a.gold 
braid. 
SUMMER--Navy blue, straw sheriff style with a gold 
braid. 
Both the summer and winter hats will be worn with 
the gold Morehead State University hat badge. 
(2) SHIRT-Provided by the unit. 
WINTER-Light'blue Sentry or Clifton long sleeve 
police style uniform shirt (other brands of 
equal quality and style are acceptable). 
All buttons will be buttoned. A navy blue 
unit issue tie will be worn at all times 
with the winter shirt. 
SUMMER--Light blue Sentry, Clifton, or equivalent 
long sleeve police style uniform shirt. All 
buttons will be buttoned, except the top 
button. 
(3) TROUSERS-Provided by the unit. Navy blue polyester 
chastique police uniform style. 
(4) JACKET-Provided by the unit. Navy blue with gold 
buttons and gold police patch on front: 
(5) SHOES--Provided by the unit. Black clarino chukka 
boot style police shoes or the black police 
style combat boot. 
(6) ~oots-provided by the unit. Black police style, 
Rocky Eliminator or equivalent. 
(7) SOCKS--Provided by the individual. Solid black or 
navy. 
(8) TROUSER BELT-Provided by the unit. Black clarino 
garrison style belt. 
(9) TIE-Provided by the unit. N a w  blue ~olice stvle 
(10) RAIN GEAR-Provided by the unit. 434aek I. C. F. 3r 
(11) LEATHER--Provided by the unit. Includes a black 
clarino gun belt, a black clarino holster, 
- a black clarino handcuff case @*ftfE%r Piay 
rqaIvgafid *w@t*PF :.:...:.:.:.:     ..._... . .' ::.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.>:e:.3:.:.:       . . . .  . . . . ..  . . . . ... _ ,,.,. :.: 
. :  : :  .............................. : : : : : : : : : : : : :  , a b 1 ack c 1 ar 1 no 
ammunition, clip or speed-loader pouch, a 
black leather radio case, a black clarino 
baton ring and black clarino belt keepers. 
The belt buckle and all snaps will be gold. 
(12) OFFICIAL BADGE-Provided by the unit. Gold Morehead 
State University police badge 
style--B899H BLACKINTON- with blue 
lettering. The Officer unit number 
shall appear on the badge worn on 
the left side of the shirt above the 
pocket. 
(13) NAMEPLATE-Provided by the unit. Gold with black 
lettering. Command officers will have 
their rank appear on the nameplate. 
Worn on the left side of the shirt, 
centered on the pocket flap half inch 
from top of pocket flap, under the 
badge. The name plate may be mounted on 
the %erving since1# holder. The serving 
since date with Morehead State 
University in their respective sworn or 
non-sworn capacity. Non-sworn 
employment is not transferable for this 
purpose when the individual changes to a 
sworn position. 
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4:I.l BASIC TRAINING POLICE CERTIFICATION. Each Public Safety 
officer must receive basic police academy certification by 
completing the Basic Training Academy or by equivalent 
training certification conducted by the Department of 
Criminal Justice Training, Kentucky Justice Cabinet. 
Determination of training requirements will be made by the 
Manager at the time of initial employment and will become a 
requirement of continuing employment. 
4:I.Z IN-SERVICE TRAINING. Each Public Safety officer shall 
complete at least 40 hours of in-service training annually. 
This in-service training shall be conducted or approved by 
the Department of Criminal Justice Training, Kentucky 
Justice Cabinet. 
4:4.3 DEPARTMENTAL TRAINING. The Office of Public Safety will 
conduct or provide bimonthly training sessions for Public 
Safety officers. These training sessions will be designed 
to keep officers informed of safety and security methods and 
techniques. 
............................ 
4 : 4 4 SEMINARS. The Off ice of Public Safety will provide 
............................ 
............................ training seminars to enhance the performance of th.&...it:; 
4:4.5 CONTINUING EDUCATION. The Office of Public Safety 
encourages each unit member to continue his/her education. 
4t4.6 COMMUNICATIONS DISPATCHER BASIC TRAINING. Each 
communications dispatcher must be certified by the 
Department of Criminal Justice Training, Kentucky 
Justice Cabinet, as a LINK/NCIC terminal operator. The 
telecommunicator training must be completed within the 
first year of employment, and the LINKINCIC terminal 
operator training must be completed within six months 
of employment. 
4r4.7 COMMUNICATIONS DISPATCHER IN-SERVICE TRAINING0 Each 
communications dispatcher must attend an 8-hour 
telecommunications in-service training and an 8-hour 
LINKINCIC terminal operator training annually. This 
training will be conducted by the Department of Criminal 
Justice Training, Kentucky Justice Cabinet. 
4:4.8 TRAIYING EXPENBESo The Office of Public Safety will 
pay the expenses of required training activities in 
accordance with University travel reimbursement policies. 
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4:S.l GENERAL. Unit regulations concerning the care and use 
of firearms are designed to protect the lives of Public 
Safety officers and the lives and property of the public. 
No officer shall be permitted to carry a duty firearm 
un i qua i f i ed or as 23)l10tmf & 6iBEt= &inz4 ,$;y .. ..:".:.:.:.:.:.:?. ......................................... : : :  .........::. : . . : . . . : : : : . . : : :  sizi'"'' ...................................................... fi;:
............................................................................................................................. .... ...... ...... ...... ..... ...... ..... ...... .... . ... ......... . ..  ,zw$x.;@@g ".""."" 
. ....... 
.. : ............. : : : : : : : : : : : :: ..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.. .......................................................... ............................................................. 
HANDLING OF FIREARMS. Public Safety officers shall 
exercise caution and the utmost care in handling firearms 
on and off duty. 
DUTY FIREARM. Provided by the individual. A double- 
action, safety lock, solid frame, swing-out cylinder 
four-inch barrel of not less than .38 caliber nor more 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . ~ ..~.~...~................................................................................ than 3 57 caliber g~;;~&c)u&h&;;$ii'6.CtiQFt a*mpJa13tQmt& 
n65; to gaxbeyd rm j$;;${gesap riiii<s:;:i::::;:w::s::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::; . . . ~ i . a ~ k o ~ $ ; $ ~ ; ; 2 j ; f $ ~ ~ ~  
....... 
.s.:+:. :A,. .....:.: :::A&. x::::::.. ;%?%2;3$. =. ..................... ...... ...................... .. . . ....... ............................ ...................... ......................................................... ................................ .. .. . .   . . .. .  . . . .  . .. .. .. .. .. .. .........
" 3  & *  * .iedesfl gnatad $$$..i=*mf5) ................ ........ ........ ... ....... ............... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:: :.:.:.: ::::::: :.: ...... : :::::::: .....>.. : : :  , ,  : ::::: : :  : : : : :  . . .  : : : : : :  .............................................................................................. ,# ns;$rU C$gr %*.@ wns9w or;m.3;$..;g Y' 
..... .... 
............. ..... ..... . .............. ......... . . .... ................... .......................... ................. : :...:.: :.: .... :.:..:.:.: : :  :...:.:.... :.:.:.:.:.:..:.: .......... : ..... : : :  : : : :.:. .:............... :+:.:.... .;.... : : :  .::$55:.:::::i:i: 
................................................................................................................ g r;raux:m jj{f'&if swOTa: ;iase& j$zm,rJllDag;a &aorfBd to work in ....... ...................... ... .. :::. ..:+. . . . . '  ...................................................................................... A::::. ....................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................ cAv,&+&i2;3an @a&a~r5s:# ~d~~<p:aB a *&&hw~eonfazra~eQ 
............ . .............................................................................. .... : :  :...:...:.:...:.:..>::>::..:.:...::>>;:::. : . . . . . . : : > :  : : : : : :  ................................... ::::::.:.::::::: rmIram&xl; ts .-gar. duty ;?$y&&,&-.3ex&p ,$$:a* 
. . . . . .~  .............. .................................. :.. .... .:+:+:.:::::. ....................... - ::::::::::A:::::::::. . .............................. ::.:.:+:.:.:.:.: ............................ :A:. irsae$&$&:h&3,~ b&tw @&& of b5rC*.zl& aagshega& 
..... ............... ................... ....... .... ......... ..................................... : ........................................................... :...:.> :.: :...:<<:: :>: ::::::::: :.>..:: 22:: :$>  ,'." ............. *:i<:i:iii::.::...:..::: ............................................ 
.................................... auw a* a i m @ *  .......... ".'. ..'.."'. '."" ...................... 
.............. ..  ..............................................................  ...... wjsetrx* ......... efvg&;&an ....... ...... .... 2;: 6.ppara & g$#gwi ;b ............... : ::c::::s::: :.: 2 2 . .  .......................  32X: : :...;::: ..A ... ........................................................... 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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. ....;. ..................................................... ................................................ .:.:.:.. ......................... ............... ..... .................................................................................. ..... .... ............... ............... ............... ........... ............... .... .. 
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
CARRYING FIREARMS. Shall be in accordance with part 
4:5.12 of this chapter. 
NONREGUWTIONFIREARM PROHIBITED. Public Safety officers 
who carry firearms other than those approved and other 
than in the approved method shall be subject to 
disciplinary action. 
4rS.6 REMOVING FIREARM FROM HOLSTER. In the performance of 
Public Safety duty, the firearm shall not be removed from 
the holster unless: 
(a) The officer has reason to believe that he may be 
justified in the imminent use thereof as justified 
by Kentucky Revised Statutes Chapter 503. 
(b) As may be necessary to service the weapon, or 
(c) As may be necessary to use the weapon in any 
firearms practice or training session. 
4g5.7 DISCHARGE OF FIREARM REPORT. Whenever a firearm is 
discharged by a Public Safety .... ........ Officer either in the 
................................................. performance of W ~ & Q  of:fie& duties or accidentally, the 
.................................................................................... Public Safety Offr eilrshirf: 
(1) Promptly notify the superior officer on duty. 
(2) Be guided by the instruction of the superior 
officer . 
(3) submit a written report to the Manager of Public 
Safety. The Manager of Public Safety. will so notify his/her pres 
............................... .............................. :. .......................... 
........................................................... ............................................................................................................... ................................................................................................. @&j,e u&vas~i.y ;y ..  
.... 
......................... .;: ........:........ :.::.:. ......................................................... 
.......... i ....................................................................................................................................................................................... .....  
4~5.8 AUTHORIPED DISCHARGE OF FIREARMS. A Public Safety 
Officer may discharge his firearm in the performance of 
Public Safety duty only as may be: 
(a) Justified under the provisions of Kentucky Revised 
Statutes Chapter 503, or 
(b) When in attendance at an approved firing range. 
4:S.g AMMUNITION ISSUE. The initial issue and replacement of 
ammunition for duty firearms shall be made by the unit 
without expense to the Public Safety Officer. The unit 
shall replace rounds of ammunition that have been 
expended in the line of Geettrity duty. ................................ The
unit shall replace a m m u n i t i o n m  '; tSM 
.............................................. 
t&w&g&.ze4e pz.Ja$*(.*&ek h4.at? hmr' ofiIy ................................ :_ y.:. .:.:.:. 
..... .. ...... .. ......................................................................................................................................................  >x+ .+:+. . ....... .w>. >. 
..... . + ............................................................. .*....x+..:5.>:.'z.>.:5...'.....>...>..........~...............:2'.:5...>:5 ..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
issued ammunition shall be used. 
4t5.10 FIREARMS QUALIFICATIONo Each member must qualify with 
his duty firearm twice annually and his off-duty firearm 
once annually. Qualification courses shall be approved 
by the Manager of Public Safety and conducted by a 
firearms instructor who is certified by the Department of 
Criminal Justice Training Kentucky Justice Cabinet. 
4:5.11 CARRYING FIR- OFF DUTY. While off duty, each member 
may carry, or have in his immediate possession, his badge 
and off-duty firearm of not less than .25 caliber. The 
off-duty firearm must be concealed at all times. KRS 
527.020 
4 t 5 . 1 2  CARRYING EQUIPMENT O N  DUTY. While on duty, each 
uniformed sworn officer will carry, in an unconcealed 
manner, the duty firearm. Sworn officers on duty, but 
not in uniform, will carry their authorized firearm in a 
concealed manner. KRS 527.020 
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GENERAL. In making arrests, officers shall strictly 
observe the laws of arrest and the following provisions: 
(1) The arresting officer shall employ only such force 
and necessary restraint to assure the safety of the 
arrested persons, other persons, other Public Safety 
officers, and him or herself. 
( 2 )  Every officer shall refrain from using unnecessary 
force or violence in making arrests and must not 
strike a prisoner or any other person except when 
necessary in self defense or to overcome actual 
physical resistance in making an arrest. However, 
he must be firm and energetic, exercising the 
necessary means to perform his duty properly. When 
it is necessary to use force, the circumstances, 
including any injuries that might have resulted, 
shall be included in a report on the case to the 
Manager of Public Safety. 
( 3 )  The arresting officer will exercise reasonable care 
for the safety and protection of the arrested person 
while in his custody. 
CUSTODY OF PRISONERS. Officers charged with custody of 
prisoners shall apply all points covered in the arrest 
section while prisoners are in custody. Prisoners will 
remain in officer custody only the time necessary to turn 
them over to the county jailer, court, or other authority 
for which they are detained. 
TRANSPORTATION OF PRISONERS, 
1) Any prisoner transported shall be searched before he f;r&jsts 
.............................. .. . . . . . .  . in a Public Safety vehicle. 
~r'isoners shall be transported in the back seat of 
the vehicle. Handcuffing will be at the discretion 
of the arresting officer although it is highly 
recommended. 
(2) Prisoners requiring medical attention shall be 
deliveredtothe appropriate emergency hospital, and 
the arresting officer shall be responsible for the 
security of the prisoners unless otherwise directed 
by a superior officer. 
( 3 )  Prisoners and their property shall be surrendered at 
the jail to custodial officers or as otherwise 
directed by competent authority. 
( 4 )  Any prisoner transported to a hospital in a private 
ambulance shall be accompanied by an officer unless 
safety and security exigencies dictate otherwise. 
(5) When a female prisoner is transported by a male 
officer or a male prisoner by a female officer, the 
officer shall, at the time transportation of the 
prisoner is started, call the dispatcher and advise 
mileage and destination, and when the destination is 
reached, the officer shall advise the dispatcher of 
the mileage. The mileage and time will be logged. 
USE OF DEROGATORY TERMS. Officers or employees shall: 
(1) Neither speak disparagingly of any race or sex nor 
refer to any race or sex in insulting terms of 
speech, whether prisoners or otherwise. 
( 2 )  Neither use uncomplimentary terms of speech when 
referring to any prisoner or other person nor 
willfully antagonize any person with whom theycome 
in contact. 
inaccurate, false, or improper information on records 02 
the unit. 
ARREST REPORTS. Officers making an arrest shall complete 
and turn into the Office of Public Safety a citation, 
post arrest complaint, arrest card, or a written report 
explaining the circumstances of an arrest without a 
warrant . 
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CONDUCT TOWARD THE PUBLIC. . Officers . and employees 
shall be courteous and orderly in their dealings with the 
public. They shall perform their duties quietly, 
avofding harsh, violent, or profane language and shall 
always remain calm regardless of provocation. Upon 
. request, they are required to supply. their names and 
badge numbers in a courteous manner. 
4r7.2. IMPARTIAL ATTITUDE. All officers, even though charged 
with vigorous and unrelenting enforcement of the law, 
must remain completely impartial toward all persons 
coming to the attention of the office. Violations of 
the law are against the people of the state and not 
against the individual officer. All citizens are 
guaranteed equal protection under law. Exhibiting 
partiality for or against a person because of race, 
creed, or influence is conduct unbecoming of an officer. 
Similarly, unwarranted interference in the private 
business of others when not in the interests of justice 
is conduct unbecoming an officer. 
PUBLIC STATEnENTSo Officers and employees of the office 
shall not make public statements concerning the work, 
plans, policies, or affairs of the office, which may 
impair or disrupt the operation of the office or which 
are obscene, unlawful, or defamatory. 
PUBLIC APPEARANCE REQUESTS. All requests for public 
speeches, demonstrations, and the like, will be directed 
to the Manager of Public Safety or the Coordinator of 
Investigations and Special Programs. Scheduling shall 
not interfere with normal work routines. 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
4t7.5 Public Safety officers shall not engage in any political 
activities while on duty or in uniform. 
4r7.6 Public Safety officers shall not interfere with or use 
the influence of their office for political reasons. 
4r7.7 Public Safety off icers will be governed by the University 
Personnel Policy concerning the endorsement of political 
candidates and causes. 
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STANDARD OF CONDUCT, Officers and employees shall 
conduct their private and professional lives in such 
a manner as to avoid bringing the office or University 
into disrepute. 
LOYALTY. Loyalty to the office and to associates is an 
important factor in office morale and efficiency. 
Officers and employees shall maintain loyalty to the 
office, their associates, and University superiors as is 
consistent with the law and personal ethics. 
COOPERATION. Cooperation between the ranks and units of 
the office is essential to effective law enforcement. 
Therefore, officers and employees are strictly charged 
with establishing and maintaining cooperation within the 
office and the University. 
ASSISTANCE. All. officers are required to take 
appropriate police action toward aiding a fellow Public 
Safety Officer exposed to danger or in a situation where 
danger might be impending. 
GENERAL RE8PONSIBILITIES. Officers shall, within 
their jurisdiction, take appropriate action to: 
(1) Promote public safety. 
(2) Protect life and property. 
(3) Preserve the peace. 
(4) Prevent crime. 
(5) Detect and arrest violators of the law. 
(6) Enforce all federal, state and local laws, and 
ordinances coming within their jurisdiction. 
DUTY RESPONSIBILITIES. Officers of the office are 
always subject to duty although periodically relieved of 
its routine performance. They shall, at all times, 
respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and 
other proper authorities. Officers assigned to special 
duties are not relieved from taking proper action outside 
the scope of their specialized assignment when necessary. 
NEGLECT OF DUTY. Officers and employees shall not 
commit any act nor shall they be guilty of any omission 
that constitutes ........................... neglect of duty as described by Chapter 
........................... 
..................................................... 
.................................. 
PBRFORMANCE OF DUTY. All m e a b e ~ ~  o i f i ~ e r a  and employees shall perform their duties as .requ...&d or directed by 
law, policy ,, or order, or by order of a superior 
authority and,@fi)lllah dutfw shall be perf armed promptly as 
..... ........... ................................................................................. , ..: :.:.: 
.......................................................... 
....................................................... directed. 
.............................. QUESTIONS REGARDING ASSIGNMENT QE*;&C~~# and 
..................... 
.......... * .......... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
employees in doubt as to the nature or detail""of"'~their 
assignment shall seek clarification from their immediate 
supervisor. 
INSUBORDINATION* Ikad4ereOEgiC4re or employees shall not 
........................ ............... ........... ,.: .,.,.: 
........ .... " "' +............ 
commit acts of insubordinat'ioKas defined in Chapter 
lt4.10. 
. . . . . . . . .  
................................... OBEDIENCE TO LAWS AM) REGULATION8, EIefftlsers ~ f ? ~ f ~ ~ m  and 
............................ 
............................ . ... ...  
employees. shall obey all laws and ordinances.' , a l l  r*Ske 
....................................................................................................... 
... ..:..:.:.:.: .................. ........ ...................... " ..". ."". ...........................~.~.~.~.~....~.~....~.................................. 
~a#x:v@ps~iJ+Y paxioAes$$&& prQ~dUrBts and 
........................................... 
.................................. .  . + . . . .. .. .. ......................... 7 .................... .......................................... .......................... :.: ........... :.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.: t
........................................................................................................................ 
.orders of the office. 
.............................. CRITICISM OF OFFICIU ACTS OR ORDERS, Q$;#$c~J~# 
.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.............................. 
................... 
and employees shall not criticize the officral 
actions,instructions, or orders of any unit member, in a 
manner which is obscene or which tends to impair the 
efficient operations of the unit. 
CONDUCT TOWARD SUPERIOR AND SUBORDINATE OFFICERS AND 
..................... ........................ :... 
ASSOCIATES. ~ f g i w  .............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . and employees shall treat 
superior officers, subord%iates, and associates with 
respect. They shall be courteous and civil at all times 
in their relationships with one another. 
MANNER OF ISSUING ORDERS. Orders from superior to 
subordinate shall be in clear, understandable language, 
civil in tone, and issued in pursuit of office business. 
UNLAWFUL ORDERS. No command or supervisory officers 
shall knowingly issue any order which is in violation of 
OBEDIENCE TO UNLAWFUL ORDERS. Obedience to an unlawful 
order is never a defense of any unlawful action; 
................ therefore, no : ~ : f f & ~ ~  or employee is required to 
........................... 
.......................... obey any order which to federal or state law 
or county or city ordinance, University policy, or 
.......................................................................................... iOgfiC8 YrO or 
..................... :.. . : : : : :  ::.:::. 2 : :  . . .  :.:.,..:.:.:.:.: ................................. : :  .......... : :  : :  . .  Re spans i b i 1 i ty for refusal to ............... '*bL.y th th= . ..........;. ofE ................................................................. & eiFiiiijii$&.. 
'Y.."..". .". . . .  .... ..  .. ...................... .. .. .. .... 
j:@#..20ye** He shall be required to justify his actlon* 
....... 
. : ................................ 
............................................................ 
CONFLICTING ORDERS. Upon receipt of an order conflicting 
with ......................... any previous order or instruction, the mmbe~ 
& . f ~ ~ ~  or employee affected will advise the person 
.......................... 
.......................... 
.......................... 
.......................... 
issuing the second order of this fact. Responsibility 
for countermanding the original instruction then rests 
with the individual issuing the second order. If so 
directed, the latter command shall be obeyed first. 
Orders will be countermanded, or conflicting orders will 
be issued only when reasonably necessary for the good of 
the office. 
5:1.18 REPORTS AND APPEALS--UNLAWFUL, UNJUST, IMPROPER ORDERS. 
A officer or employee receiving an unlawful, unjust, or 
improper order shall, at first opportunity, report in 
writing to the Manager of Public Safety. This report 
shall contain the facts of the incident and the action 
taken. Appeals for relief from such orders may be made 
at the same time. Intra-office action regarding such an 
appeal shall be conducted by the Manager to investigate 
the appeal. 
5:1.19 SOLICITING GIFTS, GRATUITIES, FEES, REWARDS, LOANS. 
Officers and employees shall neither solicit nor accept, 
under any circumstances any gift, gratuity, loan, reward, 
............... or fee where _ th=r.e .>:.:.>>>> i .g a.ny connection between the 
solicitation or.la:@czapt&zk% ....... ....................... and the performance of 
............................ .......................... ...'.,.A. 
official duties. 
5:1.20 ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, GRATUITIES, FEES, LOANS. Officers 
and employees shall not accept either directly or 
indirectly any gift, gratuity, loan, fee, or anything of 
more than nominal value, present or promised, the 
acceptance of which might tend to influence the actions 
of said officers or employees or any other officer or 
employee in any matter of public safety or police 
business or which might tend to cast an adverse 
reflection on the office or any officer or employees 
thereof . 
5rr1.21 REWARDS. Officers and employees shall not accept any 
gift, gratuity, or reward in money or other compensation 
for services rendered in the line of duty from the 
community or any person, business, or agency, except 
lawful salary and that which may be authorized by law. 
5: 1.22 DISPOSITION OF UNAUTHORIZED GIFTS, GRATUITIES. Any 
unauthorized gift, gratuity, loan, fee, reward, or other 
object coming into the possession of any officer or 
employee shall be forwarded to the office of the 
Manager of Public Safety together with a written report 
explaining the circumstances. 
5t1.23 WITHHOLDING INFORMATION. Officers and employees shall 
not, at any time, withhold information concerning the 
activities of the Office of Public Safety from a superior 
officer, authorized University official, or other law 
enforcement agency, 
5 : 1 * 2 4  REPORTING VIOLATIONS OF LAWS, ORDINANCES, RULES, OR 
ORDERS. Officers and employees knowing or having, 
reasonable grounds to believe that other ogfEffCQr& 
.............................. 
.............................. 
Public Safety or other University officials. 
5tl.25 LOST AND FOUND ARTICLES. The Off ice of public Safety has 
an established lost and found function for the University 
community. The department will attempt to locate the 
proper person to allow the articles to be returned. All 
articles will be kept for a period of sixty (60) days 
before they are disposed of. Any 'aX#ic& or 
.................................... 
.......................... employee finding or coming into possession of ' ' r&gt r ems 
shall forward the items to the communication dispatcher 
on duty for items to be logged and secured. 
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................................ PROHIBITED ACTIVITY ON DUTY. EIeaasePe Off.&craks and employees are prohibited from engaging in the following 
activities while on duty with exceptions as noted: 
(2) Conducting private business. 
( 3 )  Gambling, unless to further a public safety purpose. 
( 4 )  Smoking while on duty in public except during 
suspended patrol. 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND DRUGS. 
No aaemeep & ~ f & ~ & ' ~  or employee of the off ice will 
..... ................. .+. : 
.......................... 
...... appear for ..ij....... on duty under the influence of 
intoxicating beverages or controlled substances or 
be unfit for duty because of their use. 
.............................. Qg?f$a@r# or employees of the off ice shall 
.............................. 
not drink gKY kind of intoxicating beverage while 
on duty or take any drugs not duly prescribed and 
necessary for health at any time. 
.............................. 0ff&~3&h or employees of the off ice shall 
.............................. 
....................................... i .............. 
refrain froiiriiii'"drP'nkins intoxicatina beveraaes for a 
- :.F;.>>:.>&>>;.;.y * ............................................................... 
..................... .:::::::::+.."' """ .. ......................... .. reasonable period of time ~ ~ m & . . ~ ~ e : & < < & I g h ~ t  
.................................................................................................................................................  
before going on duty. 
..................................... 
RELIEF. ~ f f ' a - s  and employees are to remain at 
................................ 
.............................. 
their assignments .........& 5d until properly. relieved by 
................................ 
other m e d e e ~ ~  @fLdc.8~# ............. .*... ............. .......... or employees or until dismissed by 
superior authority'.."'."" 
SUSPENDING PATROL FOR LUNCH OR COFFEE BREAK. AS 
established by the Manager, officers will be permitted 
to suspend patrol, subject to immediate call at all 
times, for the purpose of having one meal during a 
normal shift. Only such period of time shall be 
allowed as is reasonably necessary for a meal and a 
coffee break. However, at no time shall such officer 
go "out of service" for such purpose, and he shall 
arrange to suspend patrol only at such time as it will 
cause the least interference with his regular duties. 
Officers are not permitted to suspend patrol at places 
distant from campus that would prohibit a quick call 
back to campus in response to an emergency. Officer 
are encouraged to take meals in a close proximity to the 
main campus. 
BTAFF MEETING. From time to time the Manager of Public 
Safety will call a staff meeting. Officers and employees 
directed to attend will report at the designated time and 
place. 
NATIONAL( COLORS AND ANTHEM. Uniformed officers will 
render full military honors to the national colors and 
anthem at appropriate times. 
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS. Officers and employees 
shall give their address and telephone numbers to the 
Manager of Public Safety and shift supervisor. Changes 
in address or telephone number shall be reported to a 
shift supervisor or the Manager within 24 hours of the 
change. 
DRESS LLWD HAIR REQUIREMENT. Specific instructions: 
(,I) The uniform will be worn off-duty only when 
traveling to and from work. 
(3) All personnel will be clean shaven about the face. 
(4) Jewelry worn with the uniform will be limited to 
rings, watches, and medical alert bracelet if 
needed. Neck chains may be worn if they are 
concealed under the shirt. Jewelry items such as 
earrings, visible neck chains, bracelets, and pins 
are prohibited. 
5t2.9 MUSTACHES. Mustaches are permitted providing they 
are neatly trimmed and do not cover any portion of the 
lip. They will not extend farther on the sides than the 
corners of the mouth. 
S:Zo10 HAIR. The hair is not to extend to or over the collar 
when standing in an erect position, or extend one inch 
in length on the sides and back, and extend no more than 
two inches in height from the top of the head. The hair 
shall also be kept thin enough about the top portion of 
the head so as to allow the uniform hat to fit properly, 
as prescribed by the Manager of Public Safety. 
5:2.11 SIDEBURNS. Sideburns are not permitted to extend beyond 
the middle portion of the ear and no wider than one inch. 
5:2.12 COURT DRESS. Full uniform will be worn for court 
appearances. 
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GENERAL. Officers and employees are responsible for the 
care of the unit property and equipment issued to them. 
Officers shall notify their supervisors in the event they 
need new equipment or replacement equipment. 
NOTICES. Officers and employees shall not mark, alter, 
or deface any posted notice of the unit. 
OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES. Officers and employees, 
when driving vehicles of any description, private or of 
the unit, shall not violate the traffic laws except only 
incases of absolute emergency and then only in conformity 
with the law regarding same. 
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WORK SCHEDULES . Work schedules will be the 
responsibility of the Manager or by someone authorized 
by the Manager. Each officer and employee will receive 
a work schedule. Any change in the work schedule will be 
made or approved by the Manager or shift supervisor. 
REPORTING FOR DUTY. Immediately upon reporting for duty 
each officer, unless otherwise directed, shall check the 
ABSENCE FROM DUTY. Every officer or employee who fails 
to appear for duty at the date, time, and place specified 
without the consent of superior authority is "Absent 
Without Leaveml@ Such absence will be reported in writing 
to the Manager of Public Safety by the shift supervisor. 
REQUESTING AND REPORTING SICK DAYS OR LEAVE, When it 
becomes necessary to request sick leave or to report 
illness, each officer or employee unable to report for 
duty must contact the Office of Public Safety before 
his/her scheduled work time. Any absence not so reported 
will be chargeable as leave without pay. 
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COMM2WD OF SCENE. At the scene of any crime, accident, 
or other incident, the ranking officer present shall 
assume command and direction of Public Safety personnel 
to assure the most orderly and efficient accomplishment 
of the Public Safety task. This provision coordinates the 
efforts of the several subordinate officers who may be 
assigned to the incident;therefore, it is incumbent upon 
the ranking officer assuming such control to become 
acquainted with the facts and insure that appropriate 
action is being taken or is initiated. 
RESPONSIBILITIE8 OF OFFICERS ARRIVING AT CRIME SCENES, 
The first officer to arrive at the scene of a crime or 
other police incident is responsible for the following 
actions as they may apply to the situation: 
(1) Summoning medical assistance as required to prevent 
further injury or loss of life. 
( 2 )  Arrest of violator (s) . 
(3) Security of the scene. 
(4) Conducting a preliminary investigation. 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF ASSIGNED OFFICERS AT CRIME BCENES, 
The officers officially assigned to perform the 
preliminary or other investigation of an alleged crime 
or other incidents are responsible for the completion 
of the preliminary or other investigation as directed. 
This shall include securing statements and other 
information which will aid in the successful completion 
of the investigation, locating, collecting, and 
preserving physical evidence, and identifying, locating, 
and apprehending the offender. This shall include 
contactina a su~ervisorv officer as necessarv. 
RELEASE OF INFORMATION AT CRIME SCENES, Unauthorized 
persons, which include members of the press, shall be 
excluded from crime scenes. Information which will not 
hinder or nullify an investigation shall be given to the 
press only by a supervisor, the Manager of Public Safety, 
the db*&x of i'fnva,#$&$&** and ;swC%al OrograrPa .. :..........A. ..... :.. .:. ........................ +:-... ..................................... :.:.:::: : .......... : :  
.... ......................................... .......................................................................................................................... ....... I 
....... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ or oth uh iniiiar = t Pers'o'niie l:l:  ss de ~ i"gr;i:=tgd by
- - 
President of Morehead State University. 
5:S.S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. 
Officers and employees shall not reveal any 
confidential business of the unit. They shall not 
give confidential information to anyone except those 
for whom it is intended or as directed by their officer, the o;&.ICtor mnwePB1nIt: 
..................... 
..................... :: ................................. :::::: ... ........ :: :: ................................................. t the Vice President of" ."". f:. =t i'6K&.ii 
Services, the President of . Morehead State 
University, or personnel authorized by the 
President. 
Officers and employees shall not make known to any 
person any unit order which they may receive, unless 
so required by 'the nature of the order. 
Contents of any unit record or report filed in the 
unit shall not be exhibited or divulged to any 
person other than a duly authorized Public safety 
Officer, the .& .gxm;*.i.oE ERbk Manag- ,:::::.:::::::::::::~:fi:::::~:~::k:::.:.:.:.:.:.:i~:i~::....:........................... . ........................................ I the vice 
President of Admlnls.traEl.o i;i'... ai;i'd ..FPscaf the 
President of Morehead State University or his 
representative, except on approval of the Manager of 
- 
Public Safety, or under due process or law, or as 
.................................................... 
permitted under unit prQoed a:@ar 
. .:....:.. ............................. .. Qeders$$ ................................................. ..:.A ..:.:. ..:.. ..:.. ..:.. ................................................... .................................................... 
......................... i 
...................................C-... ............. 
........................... 
COMPROMISING CRIMINAL CASES. Officers and employees 
shall not interfere with the proper administration of 
criminal justice. 
Officers and employees shall neither attempt to 
interrupt the legal process except where a manifest 
injustice might otherwise occur nor participate in 
or be concerned with any activity which might 
interfere with the process of law. 
Any officer or employee having.knowledge of such 
action and failing to inform his superior officer 
thereof shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
Officers and employees shall not communicate any 
information which might assist persons accused of 
criminal acts to escape arrest or punishment or 
which may enable them to dispose of evidence of 
unlawful activity, money, merchandise, or other 
property unlawfully obtained. 
ACTING 248 BAILOR PROHIBITED. Officers and employees 
cannot act as bailors for any person in custody, 
except relatives, and in no case where any fee, 
gratuity, or reward is solicited or accepted. 
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Unit ofiicwq regardless of rank 
. .: 
................................ 
............................... be subject to discipli,zy action, according to , shall 
the nature or aggravation of the offense, for 
violating their oath and trust by committing an 
offense punishable under the laws or statutes of the 
United States, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, county 
or municipal ordinances, or failure to perform the 
duties of ............. their rank or assignment; or for violation 
................................................................. of any , m & ~ ~ s ~ & & ~ ~  pol&cy or general order &- A 
...................... :.: ......................................................................................... 
. .....<............ r, .............................................. *O * ~ p J ~ ~ w 8 " " ' ~ f . " f ~ e  unit m 
.................. :.:.>>:::::.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.. wity; or for 
............................................... 
f ailure"t6"'tibey"~any~~~~awf 1 instruct ion order, or command of a superior officer :$fa any @tj$i8X augf 
........... .................................................................. ................... i xonq3rate*et ....;..... ~.....~....................................................................... ' neubora:b;in&pgQjr,*;ar.Q' .C .................. 1:.::: ...... :: .: ....:.:...:.:..... : sm;ETd13 .c;~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~: CIt;BQrgnI 
bg : . . ......................................... 
....................................................................................... .................................................................................................................... ... ...................................................................................... ............................................ :,:.:.: ,.:. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:,:.:.>>:.:.: 
. . .  .............. " ....... ..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .  ............ "... .."" .......................... """ ........... ...... 
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...................................................................................   "  o - M  : ................................................ v  .............................. : 1 :  . . . . .  blsclpl lnary action in 
................................................ a l"l"...== se's" ..i;i:. bee e.dec'ld'g. merits of each case 
ESTABLISHING ELEMENTS OF VIOLATION. Existence of facts 
establishing a violation of the law, ordinance, 
.................................................................................................. pO1&w@pxO~wre ox is all that is necessary to 
..................... ..:::::::.... .... .+:+:.. .......................................................................... .s'Gpp6=t :.:.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~f"~~g~tr.&r 
any of such as a basis for 
disciplinary action. 
PENALTIES. The following ........................ penalties may be assessed 
*:.:.:. .............. 
against any &ff~aak or employee of the 
.......................... 
.......................... 
...................... ........................... 
..: 
..... tiae as disciplifir'y &ction: B 
... 
....................... 
....................... 
....................... 
...................... 
(1) Oral reprimand. 
(4) Discharge. 
UNIT AUTHORITY TO DISCIPLINE. The unit disciplinary 
authority and responsibility rest with the Manager of 
Public Safety; however, suspension or discharge can occur 
only upon the recommendation of the President and 
approval by the Board of Regents. All unit discipline 
must be taken or approved by the Manger of Public Safety. 
Other supervisory personnel may take the following 
disciplinary measures: 
(1) Oral reprimand. 
(subject to approval by the 
Safety) . 
Temporary ...................................... suspension from duty when an officer's or :-xoP&#& acts may but not be limited 
. i ...: :.:.:.>.  .:.:.:.:.:&:.:.. ................................ 
................................... 
to: 
- misconduct 
- incompetence 
- insubordination 
- violation of a state or federal law, or of a 
Written recommendations to the Manager of Public 
Safety for other penalties. 
REPORTS OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION TAKEN OR RECOMMENDED, 
Whenever disciplinary action is taken or recommended 
(except for oral reprimand), a written report must be 
submitted at the beginning of the next business day, in 
addition to the requirements which must be followed in 
PSNE-8 of the Personnel Policy Manual, to the Manager of 
Public Safety containing the following information: 
The name and badge number of the person being 
disciplined. 
The date and time of the misconduct and location. 
The section number, if applicable, of the violated 
rule and common name of the infraction. 
A complete statement of the facts of the misconduct. 
The punishment imposed or recommended. 
The written sianature, badae number. and rank of 
IMFORMING THE PERSON BEING DISCIPLINED. The officer or 
employee being disciplined shall be informed of the 
charges in writing as soon as reasonablv nossible bv 
5 ~ 6 . 7  APPEAL OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION. Disciplinary action may 
be appealed as defined in PSE - 8 or PSNE - 9 of the 
PERSONNEL POLICY MANUAL. 
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......................................................... 
GENERAL. Rtt+es, r- pFa~dures and orders of the 
.......................................... 
.......................................... .............................. 
Manager of Public Safety are issued..''f or the purpose of 
properly regulating and guiding the actions of all 
cc: '::."'g f
A&& ..................................... .     It is the duty of El11 officers of " ty&'wffice to take aDDroDriate 
. ........ .................... .......... 
* 
.-. R.  .-. 
action whenever violation of such prooedureear 
........................ ................................. ..................... 
. . 
....................... 8ea#&,a ............................................................................................. :_ _   
....................... 
...................... 
....................... 
...................... 
(1) Conform to all points of this policy manual. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
all laws, ordinances, & = ,  poxf..:ies~ ( ) 0b.Y.: >>>> :.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.>m.. ...................... . . .fi;: ............................ ........... . ....................................................... ..... ..... ....... ....... ....... ... 
~ ~ ~ ~ f t f ~ i ~  that you are sworn to 
....................................... ......................................................... ........ 2::::;:::::: ................................. :.: ...... : 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
enforce. 
(3) Report to duty in the proper uniform. 
(4) Keep yourself physically fit, be neat and clean, 
and maintain a professional stature when on duty. 
(5) When reporting for duty, familiarize yourself with 
events that have taken place' since the end of your 
last tour of duty. 
(6) When reporting for duty, check the vehicle and 
equipment that you may be called upon to use 
during your tour of duty. 
( 7 )  Never be absent from duty without notifying the 
Office of Public Safety and your supervisor. 
(8) Never exchange tours of duty with an associate 
without the permission of a supervisor. 
(9) Never undertake an official duty if said duty is 
not understood completely. +B~-R& hs%a-tc ta Ask 
your supervisor for clarification.+ 
(10) Respond to all calls promptly and safely. 
(11) Never permit a person to ride in the police car 
except when said person's presence is absolutely 
necessary for official business, unless approved by 
a supervisor. 
WORX SCHEDULES. Work schedules will be developed by the 
Manager of Public Safety or by someone authorized by the 
Manager. Each officer will receive a work schedule in 
his office mail box. Any change in the work schedule 
will be made or approved by the Manager of Public Safety 
or a supervisor. 
REPORTING FOR DUTY. Immediately upon reporting for duty, 
each officer, unless otherwise directed, shall check the 
VACATION IiEAVEo Vacation leave is in accordance with 
the personnel policies of the University. However, there 
are certain restrictions and guidelines that must be 
followed. The most convenient time for the unit to grant 
vacation is from the fifteenth (15th) of May through the 
fifteenth (15th) of August each year. Vacation requests 
between these times shall be granted in most 
circumstances under the following guidelines: 
(1) A written request three (3) weeks prior to the . 
beginning date of vacation leave to the Manager of 
Public Safety. 
(2) Vacation time will be granted as to allow for 
coverage of the work load on each shift. 
Vacation time may be granted at other times if 
approved by the Manager of Public Safety. Vacation time 
may be accumulated in accordance with University policy. 
MILITARY REBERVE LEAVE. An officer or employee who is a 
member of the organized reserve of the Army of the United 
States, United States Naval Reserve, United States Air 
Force Reserve, United States Marine Corps Reserve, or 
other affiliated organization shall be entitled to leave 
of absence in accordance with University personnel 
policy. Such leave of absence shall be in addition 
to regularly allowed vacation. 
Officers or employees going on military leave for field 
training must notify the Manager of Public Safety 
immediately upon notification of written orders by the 
military unit by presenting a copy of the signed orders 
for the period involved. 
5t7.6 TIME SHEETS. Time sheets are to be submitted,bi-weekly 
to the S^CC-C^L..v C-C^L.t = 
~ ~ f = ~  p&M#er #$##.i g;c:j@a*:*& 
.................. 
.............. :*h* s.8f'&*t:i;aryg: Time sheet g?.ii;ii;'~g b=co;mplet.vd d'iid 
........................ ................................. ................ 
.......... (.;s;. ........................................................ ) ..:.:.:.:::. 
signed'at the time they are submitted. 
5:7,7 0-TIXI. All hours worked over forty (40) hours per 
week will be compensated for in accordance with 
University policy. Overtime for scheduled events will 
be distributed as evenly as possible between the 
officers. All overtime must be approved, -t, by 
the -; 
Manager of Public Safety. Compensatory time for Public 
Safety officers may be granted in accordance with app&;ioah.,tls! University personnel policy 
:::::::, ,::. . ......................................................... 
............................. 
CALL-OUT AND COURT TIME, There will be a minimum of two 
(2) hours overtime authorized each time an officer, not 
on regular duty, is called out for dutyor for court 
appearances. 
................................................................................... not be 
a e m b e ~ ~  
shall receive a regular work day off (equivalent TG=) 
with pay for all holidays observed by the 
University. The time off for the holidays shall be given 
when the work load permits, as determined by the Manager 
of Public Safety. 
- * 
.................................. j.eeraIt:hy ox ~wCZZgf~*axxp, with the aggiCbrKs 
... ..,. ........................... :+:.:.:.:;.. ................................................... ................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. :; ........................................................................................................... #,#qXmycacr"ti dut:&. a 's8sspSr:s ;fbtffgtf'&= or th&&&gof'a& 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::<::;:,::::::::,  . ;:: :::::: ::::: :. .... .......... . ..............................................................................................................  ::::::::: ::: ::::.:.:. ............:....: ::::.:.:.:.y.~: .:.:.:.> ..................................... .:.:.:. :.:.: ................................ :.:.: ::::::::::.: .:>> :.>> 
................................................................... .. ........................... ...+............... ............................. 
office. A 1 1  external employment actlvlties sheu4d ................... 
5:7,11 RESIGNATION. Any member or employee who resigns from the 
office must submit a written resignation to the Manager 
of Public Safety. -2 - - e h  t- 
-
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5~8.1 FIRE OR FIRE 2iLARMB. Public Safety officers will respond 
to all fires and fire alarm calls. The Morehead Fire 
Department shall be contacted on any fire call. Officers 
responding to fire calls shall be responsible for 
directing vehicle and pedestrian traffic at the fire 
scene and assist with evacuation, if necessary. The 
responding officer will write a report on any fires or 
fire alarms. 
LIGHTING. Public Safety officers will survey the campus 
lighting and make recommendations for additional lighting 
or report any light not functioning to the Physical 
Plant. 
528.3 TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES. The Off ice of Public Safety will 
monitor vehicle and pedestrian traffic to determine the 
placement and location of traffic devices and crosswalks. 
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............................................. It is the duty of any uniformed officer driving :w$$&m~rg~facy 
................ 
.............................................. .._ ...................... 
vehicle to pursue and attempt to apprehend any operatol-'"'"'." 
of a motor vehicle who, after having received from the 
officer a visual or audible direction to stop his vehicle, 
knowingly flees or attempts to elude the officer by increasing 
his speed or by violating any other traffic law. Non- 
uniformed officers in unmarked cars, while. under no duty to 
stop all traffic violators, are required by policy to stop 
suspected drunk drivers or felons, and thus may have occasion to engage in vehicular lahait the following 
....... ..:.:.:.:.:.. ................... procedures shall apply to all vehicufz.pii..uits~ 
PROCEDURE 
The officer shall engage and maintain in operation his 
siren and blue lights. 
The seat belt and shoulder strap shall be fastened. 
The officer shall inform the dispatcher of the fact 
that heishe is in pursuit and provide a description 
of the vehicle, the location and direction of travel, 
the number of known occupants, a description of the 
driver and any occupants, and the approximate speed. 
The officer in pursuit shall maintain reasonable 
control of his vehicle at all times and shall not 
proceed through any stop sign, intersection, or 
restricted speed zone without first slowing and 
observing for the presence of other vehicles or persons. 
Active pursuit involving excessive speed shall be 
terminated whenever any of the following situations 
occur : 
Either the siren or the blue lights become inoperable 
or are malfunctioning; 
The offender's general location with respect to 
the trafficway or direction of travel becomes unknown; 
The officer's vehicle develops any significant problem 
with the lights, tires, suspension, steering, or 
brakes ; 
The officer reasonably believes that to continue the 
pursuit involves more danger to himself or others 
than to discontinue the pursuit and that continuance 
of the pursuit will not result in an imminent 
apprehension. 
6 .  Officers engaged in a pursuit shall not shoot at or 
ram the vehicle being pursued unless: 
(a) The action is necessary to protect the officer or 
another against death or serious physical injury; or 
(b) The arrest the officer is attempting to make is for 
a felony involving the use or threatened use of 
................... physical and the officer rQC eon@ $.. 
.................................. i .. ........ ......................... 
believes that the per&on to be arrested is;.;.:.;.Iik~'ly 
endanger human life unless apprehended without delay; 
or 
...................................... (c) The officer ge##~.n#&&y believes that the action is 
.................................. immediately n g~g g w~y prevent the being 
pursued from committing a crime which is likely to 
endanger human life. 
7. Felony charges should be instituted against the violator 
whenever possible, in addition to the appropriate traffic 
charges. 
8 .  No officer shall call in a pursuit when he is merely 
trying to catch up to a suspected violator. Pursuit does 
not occur until the violator disregards a visual or 
audible signal to stop and attempts to flee by increasing 
speed or by maintaining an unsafe speed or engaging in 
evasive maneuvers that constitute violations of the 
traffic laws. 
9. No officer shall join in a vehicular pursuit initiated 
by or being engaged in by another agency or another 
officer except by following at a safe distance and speed 
for purposes of rendering assistance upon apprehension 
unless from the circumstances, it is reasonably apparent 
that the pursuing officer requires immediate assistance. 
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5:ll.l It is not the policy of Morehead State University nor 
any of its administrators, agents, w employees 
.................................... 
.............. 
thereof, that the provisions of this p&$q.'-manual set, 
................ 
........................ 
................................ standards of conduct, - 
F +A -A& A 
a 
b W  -1- V 
W higher than or in addition 
to those established by law and/or that which would be 
recognized and followed by a reasonably well-trained and 
experienced law enforcement officer under like or similar 
circumstances. 

T. T. C O W  
P.O. Box 2141 
Pikeville, Kentucky 41501 
Phone (606) 437-7341 
Dear Member of Board of Regents: 
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to present a brief report on behalf of the special 
Board Committee on Budget Review that you appointed at the February board 
meeting. We have now met twice with President Grote and members of his staff 
to discuss and review the preliminary budget reduction plan that wil l  be presented 
today. The first meeting was held at Whitesburg in Mrs. Lois Baker's office and 
all committee members were present. At this meeting, the President and his staff 
presented an overview of the budget problems facing the university for 1992-93. 
We also discussed budget strategies and ideas that were under consideration, in 
addition to other major budgetary issues. Much of the financial information discussed 
at this initial meeting had been presented to the board in February. The University 
is faced with reducing the budget or reallocating approximately $4.8 million, of 
which $2.9 million represents reduced funding from the state. Plans call for a 
downward adjustment in the tuition revenue base, based on the potential of a lower 
enrollment. In addition to the reduction in state funding and other resources, the 
University has identified approximately $800,000 in fixed cost increases that mus t  
be planned for in 1992-93. 
Extensive discussion was held regarding the enrollment projection for 1992-93. 
The administration feels it to be in the University's best interest to enter the 
1992-93 fiscal year with a conservative enrollment estimate to avqid further budget 
reductions after July 1 if enrollment should decline. You will recall that it was 
necessary to reduce the current year budget when enrollment increased but did not 
increase to the extent that the administration had projected. While the administration 
believes that enrollment will approximate current year levels, tuition and housing esti- 
mates built into the budget are based on a fall enrollment of approximately 8,400 
students. Even though a lower revenue estimate impacts the availability of dollars 
in 1992-93, the administration believes that this conservative approach ia the best 
approach to ensure that further reductions will not be necessary after the new year 
begins. If enrollment exceeds the estimate, additional tuition revenues would be avail- 
able for allocation and expenditure based on the administration's recommendation after 
July 1. 
During the remainder of the first meeting, we discussed fixed cost increases that 
must be added to the budget and a range of other issues that the administration was 
considerating as part of its budget reduction plan. We discussed at length issues such 
as funding for Intercollegiate Athletics and the University's continued affliliation with 
the Ohio Valley Conference, health and dental insurance programs and the institution's 
financial aid budget. 
The financial aid budget has been at the heart of numerous administration discussions. 
The financial aid budget was reduced in the current fiscal year by $100,000 and the 
preliminary budget proposed to reduce that budget further by approximately $270,000. 
This strategy will further reduce the funds available to new students by about $100,000 
and will affect the number of students enrolling this fall. 
Two other major objectives were discussed at the first meeting. First, the integrity 
of the instructional program was to be preserved to the extent possible. Also, reduc- 
tions were to be accomplished without affectingthe base salaries of employees by across 
the-board salary reductions. We received additional detail about these strategies when 
we met for a second time on April 3, on campus. 
On April 3, all committee members were present with the exception of Ms. Baker 
who was unable to attend due to a last minute conflict. President Grote asked his 
executive council to attend that meeting and also invited Mr. Bob Wolfe, chair of 
the Faculty Senate, and Dr. Mike Seelig, president of the local chapter of the AAUP. 
That discussion briefly recapped for those who were not present at the first meeting 
the budget situation facing the University. Also, each vice president presented de- 
tailed information about the budget reduction plan proposed for their division, in- 
cluding proposed personnel reductions and the impact of reductions on services and 
programs. From that discussion we learned that the Division of Academic Affairs, 
which has the largest budget in the University, will be impacted in terms of a 
percentage reduction that is smaller than the other divisions of the University. 
Though the dollar budget reduction of Academic Affairs is substantial, regular full 
time tenured and tenure track faculty have been protected. Also, a number of the 
fixed-term positions that have been utilized over the past few years to respond to 
significant enrollment increases have been retained. The use of fixed term contracts 
instead of permanent positions makes it bery helpful in flexibility and adjustments. 
The administration has dealt with the budget on a timely basis. While programs 
and services will be substantially changed, there was not time to go through ex- 
tensive program reviews that could lead to termination. We were advised that to 
lay off faculty who were not tenured but are on a tenure track, notification would 
have had to have been made in advance. The administration has already begun to 
put in place a program review, scheduled for completion in the fall of 1992, so 
that decisions can be made early in the year that will affect the 1993-94 budget. 
We also spent a significant amount of time discussing the proposed fee schedule. 
The administration was senitive to our student's ability to pay the additional cost 
of education, particularly in light of the economy of our service region and the 
impact of double digit tuition increases the past couple of years. Accordingly, the 
university proposes not to increase housing rates, meal plan rates, the student 
health fee or the student parking fee. An increase of $30 per semester is proposed 
for the student activity fee. While this is a substantial percentage increase, based 
on actions taken by other state universities our student activity fee should be among 
the lowest in the state in 1992-93. For example Northern Kentucky University has 
already approved an increase in their student activity fee from $55-per-semester to 
$1 1 0-per-semester and Murray has approved an increase from $50-per-semester to 
$130-per-semester. The administration is also proposing a $10-per-semester increase 
in the computer fee. 
When the committee last met with the President and his staff, the University was 
within $200,000 of balancing the budget. I know other discussions have been occurring 
on campus regarding the preliminary budget reduction plan. I was impressed by the 
thoroughness of the work that has been done. Every element of the budget has been 
looked at. No one appeared to be protecting his or her turf and it was obvious there 
had been a lot of give and take in the process. The administration was open and frank 
and answered all our questions. I am convinced that the administration has dealt ef- 
fectively with a most difficult set of problems and is presenting a fair and equitable 
expenditure plan for next year. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRELIMINARY 1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
SUMMARY OF PROJECTED REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
(IN MILLIONS) 
REVENUES 
EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 
State Appropriation 
Tuition and Fees 
Other 
TOTAL E&G 
AUXILIARY 
TOTAL REVENUES 
OPENING 
1991-92 
INCREASE 
(DECREASE) 
PRELIMINARY 
1992-93 
EXPENDITURES & TRANSFERS 
EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL $53.2 ($4.9) $48.3 
AUXILIARY $9.5 ($0.9) $8.6 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRELIMINARY 1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
REVENUE SUMMARY 
T U I T  ION 
30.6 
65.0% 
Educational & General $31.4M 
H O U S I N G  s 
P  R O P  R  I AT I ON 
O T H E R  
10.7% 
S I T Y  S ?  
Aux! liary 
'ORE 
PRELIIMNARY 1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
CUMULATIVE SHORTFALL ADDRESSED IN 
PRELIMINARY BUDGET 
1992/93 PROJECTED REVENUE SHORTFALLS AND 
REQUIRED EXPENDITURE INCREASES: 
1991192 Reductions Carried Forward 
State ~ppropriation Reduction 
Enrollment & Housing Shortfall 
Sub Total 
1992193 Additional Reductions 
State Appropriation Reduction 
Enrollment & Housing Income Reduction 
Other Revenue Shortfalls 
Fixed Costs & Other Expenditure Increases 
Sub Total 
Amount 
Cumulative Shortfall For l992/93 Operating Budget 
1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
PRELIMINARY PLAN TO ADDRESS BUDGET 
SHORTFALL 
SUMMARY 
Total Estimated Shortfall 1992/93 
ortfall Addressed Throueh; 
Revenue Increases 
Expenditure Reductions 
Amount Percent 
1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
TUITION & OTHER FEE INCREASES APPLIED 
TO BUDGET SHORTFALL 
REVENUES GENERATED BY TUITION & FEE INCREASES: 
Tuition $34o,OO0 
Student Activity & Services Fee $360,000 
Computer Fee $114,000 
Other Fees $10,000 
$824.000 
PRELIMINARY 1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
RECOMMENDED MANDATORY FEES FOR 
FULL-TIME, IN-STATE UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENTS LIVING ON CAMPUS 
Per Semester 
Recom. 
199 1 /92 Increase 1992/93 
$650 $20 $670 
$60 $30 $90 
$35 $0 $35 
$634 $0 $634 
$10 $10 $20 
Tuition 
Student Activity & Services Fee 
Student Health Fee 
Housing (Average Rate) 
Computer Fee 
I TOTAL RECOMMENDED INCREASE = 4.3 % b 
OTHER MAJOR STUDENT FEES Recom. 
Increase 
Meal Plan 
Parking 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Mandatory Fees 
FY 1983-84 T h  FY 1992-93 
Full-Time, In-State, Undergraduate Students Living on Campus 
Tuition 
Student Activity and 
Services Fee 
Housing (Average 'Rate) 
Student Health Fee 
Computer Fee 
Total $746 $834 . $908 $975 $1,022 $1,081 $1,120 $1,218 $1,389 $1,449 
PRELIMINARY 1992193 OPERATING BUDGET 
RECURRING BUDGET BASE REDUCTIONS 
BY DIVISION 
1991/92 
Opening 
Budeet 
Proposed 
Reduction 
Percent 
Reduction EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 
PRESIDENT 
UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT 
ADMIN & FISCAL SERVICES 
STUDENT LIFE 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Sub Total All Divisions - E&G 
E&G TRANSFERS 
EXPENDITURES 
& OTHER 
Sub Total E&G 
AUXILIARY 
ADMIN & FISCAL SERVICES 
STUDENT LIFE 
Sub Total Auxiliary 
Auxiliary Transfers 
Total University 
IMPACT OF 1992193 BUDGET REDUCTION 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY b 
Opening Budget 199 1/92 
Proposed Reduction in 
Recumng Base 1992193 
Percentage Reduction 
Amount 
$3,530,730 
$423,000 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 1992193 1 
1991192 
Currently 
Authorized 1992/93 Positions Eliminated 
Positions Filled Vacant Total. 
Salaried 
Hourly 
Other Personnel Actions 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
( 
I 
Contract month reductions - 4 positions. 
Part-Time temporary positions eliminated - 2 positions. 
- 
7 
I 
PRELIMINARY 1992/93 OPERATING BUDGET 
SUMMARY OF ATHLETICS EXPENDITURES 
FY 1988-89 - FY 1991192 
Actual Actual Actual Budgeted 
1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 
REVENUES $61 1,5 16 $684,270 $805,717 $950,000 
EXPENDITURES $1,928,276 $1,974,908 $2,062,230 $2,270,943 
EXPENDITURES OVER ($1,316,760) ($1,290,638) ($1,256,513) ($1,320,943) 
REVENUES (CONTRIBUTION) 
REVENUE - 96 OF EXPENDITURES 31.7% 34.6% 39.1 % 41.8% 
CONTRIBUTION - % OF E&G EXP. 3.5 % 3.2% 2.9% 2.8% 
BOARD POLICY ADOPED MAY 5,1989: 
REVENUE - % OF EXPENDITURES 
CONTRIBUTION - % OF E&G EXPENDITURES 
MINIMUM OF 33.3% 
MAXIMUM OF 3.6% 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
IMPACT OF 1992193 BUDGET REDUCTION 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION & FISCAL SERVICES 
Opening Budget 199 1/92 $9,825,557 
Proposed Reduction in $1,074,000 
Recurring Base 1992/93 
Percentage Reduction 10.9% 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 1992193 b 
AUX 
$6,645,056 
$282,000 
Wl/ 92 
Currently 
Authorized 19% I93 Positions Eliminated 
Posit ions Filled Vacant Total 
Salaried 78.70 3.20 1.00 
Hourly 206.00 10.00 4.00 
Other Personnel Actions 
Contract month reductions - 1 positions. 
Position realignmen ddowngrades - 2 positions. 
Elimination of Fixed-Term positions - 5 positions. 
Temporary Wages Eliminated - $89,000. 
(Equivalent to 20 part-time positions) 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
IMPACT OF 1992/93 BUDGET REDUCTION 
DIVISION OF STUDENT LIFE 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 3 
E&G AUX 
Opening Budget 199 1/92 $5,321,315 $882,534 
Proposed Reduction in $560,000 $146,000 
Recurring Base 1992/93 
Percentage Reduction 10.5 % 16.5% 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 19921933 
1991192 
Currently 
Authorized 1992193 Positions Eliminated 
Posit ions Filled Vacant Total 
Salaried 59.00 8.00 3.00 11.00 
Hourly 28.15 4.00 2.40 6.40 
Other Personnel Actions 
t Contract month reductions - 4 positions. 
Position realignment/downgrades - 8 positions. 
IMPACT OF 1992193 BUDGET REDUCTION 
DIVISION OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY b 
Amount 
Opening Budget 199 1/92 $27,602,406 
Proposed Reduction in $2,533,000 
Recumng Base 1992193 
Percentage Reduction 9.2% 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 1992193 b 
Salaried 
Hourly 
Faculty 
108.25 1 .25 1.00 2.25 
71.25 3.00 7.00 10.00 
352.40 9.50 2.00 11.50 
Total 53 1 .90 13.75 10.00 23.75 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
I 
I 
Other Personnel Actions 
Contract month reductions - 25 positions. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
IMPACT OF 1992/93 BUDGET REDUCTION 
DIVISION OF PRESIDENT & ADMINISTRATION 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY b 
Opening Budget 199 1192 
Proposed Reduction in 
Recurring Base 1992193 
Percentage Reduction 
Amount 
$532,217 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 1992193 b 
Salaried 5.20 0.50 * - 
Hourly 
Total 
r~ Joint Assignment Reflected in Opening Budget 
Other Personnel Actions 
Contract month reductions - 2 positions. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
IMPACT OF 1992193 BUDGET REDUCTION 
ALL DIVISIONS 
PERSONNEL SUMMARY - 1992193 C 
Salaried 
Hourly 
Faculty 
L 
1991192 
Currently 
~uthorized 1992193 Positions Eliminated I ~ositions Filled Vacant Tata 1 
Other Personnel Actions 
Contract month reductions - 36 positions. 
Part-Time temporary positions eliminated - 2 positions. 
Position realignment/downgrades - 10 positions. 
Elimination of fixed-term position - 5 positions. 
Temporary Wages Eliminated - $89,000. 
(Equivalent to 20 part-time positions) 
REDUCTIONS BY MAJOR OBJECT 
PERSONNEL 
$2,762,418 54.6% 
CAP1 TAL 
562,706 11. 
OPERATING 
$1,737,876 34.3% 
